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CHAPTER I. 
INTRODUCTIOI. 
In the body ot If. gaunt, slope-shouldered, somber-eyed 
rebel named William Wordsworth, re$idea a most unusuQl mind. 
And the most vital aotivity of that mind, according t'o his 
own vehement assertions, wf. .. s his "Imagination". Nor was he 
alone in this belief. Blake, Coleridge, Keats, Shelley and 
others stood witil him, so much so, that the standard ot the 
period in which they li veel 1 s embossed wi th the inscription, 
"the new birth of imagination." In order to understand the 
most vital activity of the rebel Wordsworth's mind, i. e., 
the "Imagination" and its importance and inter;::st to us, we 
must look back upon the poetry of the precading period. 
Poetry, dUring the Neo-class! c:il period, was a person 
living almost exclusively in the town, v$ry urbane. He 
appeared in elegant attire, alw~ys neatly and correctly 
dressed. Scentfdu with terseness, powdered with convention, 
laokered with vigor and be/obbed With epigrams, hs concerned 
himself with the artificial manners and outSide asp<!cts of 
melle He indulged 1n no personal whims but spoke in genera.l 
terms for the common experience of men. The unfamiliar, 
the unseen, the mysteriBs of life brought no wrinkles ~f 
concern to his brow. L1f~ was familiar, and he presented 
it w1th as much charm and truth as he could commend. Alto-
gether, he was 8. rather artificial, constra:5.ned, monotonous 
and sapidly unmusical tellow. 
Ancient models wer:.: the rigid, form.al r.or{!).swh1 ch 
guided his pen, the ~ainter's brush and the sculpture's 
chisel. Be lIghted vigil lights before Judgment, 10glc 
and reality without illusion. He made votive offerings to 
reason, and wove a mantle ot sameness on the loom ot outer 
authori ty. Th:1 s he cast over everyth1ng, s:nother1ng 
imag1nation, blighting originality, spontaneity ~na true 
creativeness. His acknowledgement ot the lndiv1Qual and 
his worth ~&S but a curt and incisive nod. 
Above this parched personality, ap;>eared. a galaxy of 
rebellious men who be11evod in themselves and in their 
ca.pac! ty to area tee And th~ star whi eh burneu the most 
steadfast, 1ntrospective and elllotiVf~ thoue;h it '.v;,lS, bore 
the inscription, William Wordsworth. 
Ever since his star arose, it hiliS tl~Ciced a.n indelible 
path across the sky of literature. W1th the rf:!st of the Botl1an-
tic oavalcade, Wordsworth is one of the e~anc1pators of 
imagimation, feeling and inal vidua.li ty. But 1 f then'!; hlld been 
a 
no oiroumsoription of the imagination 1n the preced1ng·per1od, 
Wordsworth would never have turned his power of poetry toward 
expla.1n1.og anu extolling the 'imagi nation!t as in some analo-
gous fashion partaking ot the creativ~ activity of God. 
lot to understand the mea.ning ot the "imagination" is 
to misunderstand not only Wordsworth but all the Romantics 
and the period as well. Again, inasmuch Ij,~ Word1worth 1s 
baslcally describing the primary poetic faculty,to understand 
his meaning 1s to know in some alann<;r the experience which 
all Ireat poets undergo. 
But if Coleridge, Blake, Shelley sDd Keats eaoh treat 
of the imagination, why Single out Wordsworth? Wordsworth 1a 
the only Romantl0 who h.,lEs expk1 01 tly :carra ted hi s experi tinces 
with this power and its effects on his soul within the gram.-
work of a poem. His treatment has the benefit or an original 
over translations. In a sense, all the other Romantics inter-
preted or translated their experience in terms or German 
metaphYSics, (Coleridge), mystiCism, (Blake), Platonism, 
(Shelley) and aSSOCiationism, (Keats). Obviously it 1s easier 
to examine a fabrio before 1 t 1s dyed, and Wordsworth alone 
furnishes us with such an opportunity. 
Furthermore, even in the few instanceD when Wordsworth 
does interpret his experiences, he 1s more moderate, less 
4 
extravagant in his olaims for the imagination than the·other 
Romantics. For instance, Blake states with all the assurance 
of a seer: 
This world of Imagin&tion is th world ot 
Eternity} it is the divine bosom into which 
we shall all go after the death of the Vele-
tated body. This world ot Imagination 1s 
Infinite and Eternal, whereas the world ot 
Generation, or Vegetation, 1s Finite and 
Temporal. There exist Inth.:;l.t Eternal World 
the Permanent Realiti~s of Every Thing 
which we see refleoted 1n this Vegetable 
Glass of Nature. All things are comprehended 
in their Eternal Forms in the divine body ot 
the Saviour, True Vine of Eternity, The Human 
Imagination. l 
Most readers would oonsider SUdh a statement quite 
radical .. necessitating a theological background to interpret, 
inasmuch as the obvious implication is that the imagination 
1s nothing less than God as He operates 1n th~ Iluman Soul. 
1'01' Blake, one Powe:c' alone made the poet: "Imagination, The 
Divine Vision." 
Coleridge is not 10 apodict1c, but his conclusions are 
$im11ar and require an extensive knowledge ot the nineteenth 
oentury German philosophers a.nd their vocabulary_ 'or Coleridge 
The Primary Ima&1n~t1on I hold to be the 11v1ng 
Power and Prime .Ag(::·nt of all human Pere;,'pt1oD, 
and as a repetition of the finite mind of the 
1 
2 
eternal act of creation 1n the infinite I am. 
Concerning the abovo quotation, Bours writes: 
It is true that Colerlde regards poetry a.s a 
product ot the secondary imagination, but since 
this differs only 1n degree from the primary, 
it remains olear that for Coleridge the imagi-
nation is of the first importance because it 
partakes of the creative activity ot God. 
This is a tremendous cla.im, and it 1s 
Dot confined to Blake and Coleridge. It 
was to some degree held by Wordsworth ••• 
Each was confident not only that the imagi-
nation was his most precious possession 
but that it was som~how concerned with the 
supernaturiil.l order.~ 
The analogous comparison which Wordsworth describes as 
existing bet~e~n his poetic power and the creative activity 
ot God 1s an interesting point and w111 be discussed lat6r in 
the thesis. 
At this point we are somewhat aware of Wordsworth's 
interest in the imagination; the importance ot understanding 
the word, and the ohoioe of Wordsworth as th(; subj ect tor 
investig;:.ition ruther than allJ ot the other Romantics. 
The next logicnl step would be to discuss brieny 
the primary text tor our 1nvest1gution. 'ortullatc-ly, Wadswort 
2 J. Ihawoross (ed.), Samuel Taylor Coleridge, B10graebil 
L1terar1a, 2 VOla.; Oxtord, 1907, I, 202 
3 C.M. Bowra, The RQman~1£ Imagioatlgg, Oxford University Pre s, 
London, 1949~ 
furnishes us with a text which directly describes his exper1 • 
.. 
encase This text is ~ Preludt, or Gr~wth 2! ~ Poet's ~, 
a poem ot almost nine thousand lines. The h1story behind this 
poem. 1.8 intormati vee 
Wordsworth felt tram his earliest youth that he WaS cut 
from the same cloth of dedication as Kilton and Descartes. 
e 
Like Milton he aspired to the composition of a ,reat poetiC 
ma.sterpiece. Like Deacartes he thought of himself as a teacher 
and instructor or men. In his own words Wordsworth wished 
"either to be considered as a t6acher or as nothing." 4 Also 
like Descartes, who had dreamed his vision ot dedication 
dozing beaides an old German stove, Wordsworth also enter-
tained a v1s10n ot teaching men all about themselves, nature 
and society. Needless to say, Wordsworth's ambition crystal-
lized i tselt in a more romant1" locale than that usually 
associated with products trom German ironworks. 
His medium of instruct10n was to be a philosoph1oal 
poet of biblica~proportions. But t1rst he had to prove to 
himselt that he was equipped to exeoute such a lotty calling_ 
The Prelu4e is the story of that IntrospectIve study. What 
are the 3udgements ot th$ critIcs? 
4 William Knight (ed.), KtmOr1als ~ CQ4erjeo, Edinburgh, 1887, 
II, 31 
A. C. Bradley considers ~ Erelude to be the greatest.lona 
poem in the language, after faradlse.Lost. Herbert Read has 
labeled WOrdsworth's poem "the greatest exaltation of the mjI~ 
of man that has ever been conceived." 5 Brnest de Selinoour1 
believes H ••• Zhe frelude has never been rivaled in its own 
kind. ,,6 
The poem is truly a patchwork quilt ot alternate 
verseS of maan1ticence such as this tribute to Je-.:vton as, 
The marble index of a mind torever 
Voyaging through7stran
ge seas ot 
Thought, alone, 
and the description of autumn in the Lake Country with its 
beAutiful cl1max, "clothed 1n the sunsh1ne ot withering fern 
But there are other verses whose dynamism and beauty are lea 
than that usually found in cookbook rec1pes. Regarding his 
many exquisite lines of natural description, Shairp makes 
this observ&tion: 
10 one, that I know, has ,at laid Dds tinger 
on a s1ngle mistake made by Wordsworth with 
regard to any appeaiance ot nature or fact 
of natural history. 
8 
g lier6ert Read, '!gEdsworth, 3. Cape and H. Smi th, Ie's lork, 
1931, 56 
e William Wordsworth, T~H~ Pre!udt, or GrO!lih gl,1! fie'S t s . Mil: Ii (Text of 1805), editett trom tEe manuscr1pts of Ernest de 
Selincourt, Oxford University Press, London, 1932, xxviii. 
Unless otherwise noted, th1s text 1s used throughout the 
thes1s. 
7 de 8elincourt, fI§tude, III, 62-63 
8 !big_, VI, 11 9 • • Shairp, it~ie§ 1D POltty and Eh140l0PhX, Idinburgh, 
1886, footnote, 6 • 
What concern us more directly are the poet's owp 
humble comments on lSI PEilY~'. 
I began the work b flCtiUae I was unprepared to 
treat any more arduous subJect, and diffident 
of my own powers. Here, at least, I hoped 
that to a certain degree I should be sure ot 
succeeding as I had nothing fO do but desoribe 
what I had felt and thought. 0 
8 
that 1n germ, is lhJ frelude, fta desoription ot what 
I felt." To analyze those descriptions and thus work out a 
definition ot the "imagination" together w1th an understand-
in, ot its relation to knowledge, emotion, oreativity, and 
intu1 tion 1 s the spine of th1 s theSis. Of nElcessi ty, such 
research would 1nvol va an expl,.lOa tiOD of the origin of thi s 
taculty, if 1t 1s a facultY', aDd the reconeiliation ot the 
apparently contradictory qualities which the poet seems to 
ascribe to "imagination." This letter problem w111 be dis-
cussed 1n 100k1ng over the interpretat10ns ot some ot the 
orit1os. ror example, Mr. Downey states that Wordsworth is 
anti-rational. Yet there are numerous passages wh1ch refer 
to the "Imagination" as an intellectual power, or even 
"reason". Mr. Beatty explains the "Imagination" in terms 
ot aSSOCiationism, oiting texts, perhaps more aocurately 
Interpreting texts. However, there 9.re OUl.er passag(;is whi ch 
seem to 1ndicate that the "Imagination" is much more than 
the power ot ~uxtapos1t1on ot sense images. 
10 de Se11noourt, Introduotion, XXViii, ~ Sir GGorae 
D!1YI9Qt, Kay 1, 1805 (letters), 1, 186 
By limiting the thesis in the above manner, the writer 
will avoid all discuss10n ot Wordsvopth's poetiC style, his 
critical principles, his personal character, his political 
and educational views, and, in large part, his philosophy ••• 
all, areas of heated and articulate oontroversy whiCh has 
oaused one ori~ic to write in despair and exasperation: 
Wordsworth cannot be put into any one formula, 
and the truth about him has been becloudeq b,y 
the efforts ot critics to uo so ••• 
The growth ot Wordsworth' $ mind, instea,d 
ot being simple, as is usually supposed, 1s 
extraordinarily complex ••• 
Perhaps the best that c~p be done 1s to 
trace the main ten~encies ••• ~~ 
However, to avoid Wordsworth's philosophy altogether 
is hardly possible. In the first place, %hi Pr,.ug, 1s the 
study, through the medium ot poetry, of the growth ot his own 
mind. lecessar1ly. then, some conclusions about the nature 0 
thi s mind, speculat1 va or experimental, are inev! tilble. Thus 
the very sub~ect matter makes it intrinsically impossible to 
shy away trom philosophy. Again. there are occasions when 
Wordsworth will torget his resolve to be object1ve. Then he 
will 81 thaI' interpret his experiences 1n philosophical term1-
nolol1, or else make philosophical. implica.tions so manifest 
that they cannot be iloored. 
11 Solomon P. G1nler1ch, 1!laXI 1R Jb! aomaR~lg Poet!, The 
Macmillan Company, mew York, 138 
10 
'" ! tew remarks remain to be made concerning the diffi-
culty of the problem. We want to understand the meaning ot 
the word "imag1nation." Usually, we have to understand the 
less known in terms of the mare ramiljar. In lbJ2 fteleudl 
Wordsworth is describing the "imagination" but using the ve-ry 
faculty he is attempting to illuminate to do so. And since 
there Is nothing more familiar or more intimate tilan hs per-
sonal experience, he will necessarily be hard pressed to find 
words more comprehensible to the reader than "imagination." 
A consequence ot this is the profusion of abstract 
words such as 'power', 'taoulty', 'torms', 'shapes f , etc. 
Nor does Wordsworth give us any definitions ot these words 
though obviously using them With different oonnotations at 
different times in the poem. Aristotle's observation con-
cerning the general ineptness of poetry and poetiC lansuage 
to convey preoise meaning ia nowhere more verifiable than whe 
reading through The frelud~. 
Wordsworth's attempt at blank verse is not particularly 
£e11ci tous in its resul ts. ~ ... :.) .. 1, in ordsr to sustain his 
meter he makes frequent use of awkward inversion and lona 
subordinate clauses. the net rasult 1s the addition ot 
troubled readability to an already harassed intelligibility. 
POPULAR CORCEPT OF THE CREATIVE IMAGlIiATIOI. 
Those trained in soholast1c ph11osopbJ think of the 
imaginatlon as an internal sense that 1s able to know sensible 
th1ngs even in their absence. It 1s a power by means ot whlc 
the sensi t1 ve belng habi tually cgp§eryes the simili tude ot 
things perceived by the senses. O',,;Q~r the right conal tions, 
these 11kenesses can be reproduged, The imagination ot the 
scholastios also has the power of combining in v~rious ways 
the elements ot things sensibly perceived. Thus the three 
notes ot Scholastic imagination are conservation, reproductio 
and combination. 
The abov{:; detini tioD, w1 th 1 ts conci senels and pre ... 
d18ion, 18 not too widely known, but i! you asked an intelli-
lent adult what he meant by imaginat1on, he would imply the 
above qualities in some torm or other. The word 'imag1nation' 
would ver,y likely suglest to him the making ot images ••• 
images in the mind's .ye which more or less resemble the image 
which are there when the object is seen. But it w~;, stopped. 
our analysis there, the imagination would then appear to be 
just a peouliarly viyid torm of memory .. applicable, however, 
-not Just to sight but to all five senses. EVen so, suoh a 
faculty would enable the poet to write: 
12 
full grown lambs loud blast from hilly bourn, 
Hedge-cr1ckets sinal and now with treble sott 
The red-breast whistles trom a garden craft. 1 
But the 1malination is more than mere memory. Besides recall-
ing past sensations, it adds !e Or 5ubttaSM! ~ them. The 
result is an image which has no precise counterpart in nature, 
These images are, in a sense, great1ons, and we begin to see 
how the a:.dject1ve 'oreative' can be added to '1mag1n':lt1on.' 
Such creations may take us out of the realm ot grd1naty eXDet~­
enoe,as in the case ot the home of Arnold's I~rman~ 
Sand-strewn caverns, cool and deep, 
Where the winds are all asleep} 
Where the spent lights quiver and gleam, 
Where the salt weed sways in the stream ••• 
Where great whales come sa111n, by, 
Sail and suil, with unabut ey., 2 
Round the world tor every and aye. 
Or the result may even be an experience QUite bU2nd 
hyman Q9s!1b*'a~l. For example, the wondrous music 1n 'enny-
son's !~s19n g! Sin: 
Then methought I heard a mellow sound 
Gathering up from all the lower ground; 
larrowing in to wbel''.! they sat assembled 
Low, voluptuous music ?i'inding trembled. ••• 
Then the music touched the gates ana died. 
1 John 'eats, %2 Aytusa, 30-32 
2 Matthew Arnold, lb! forsake; _!tmap, 35-41. 
Rose 8.68.1n from whart 1 t set:JtI1ad to fail, 
Stormed in the orbs of song, a growing gale; 
Till, thronging in and in, to where they waited, 
As 'twere a hundred-throated nightingale, 
The strong tempestuoua treble throbbed 
And palp1tated. Z 
Or through his creative imagination the poet may creat 
new characters which do not really eXist, such as Hamlet, 
Portia, Othello, lago, Cyrano, lata.ha, etc. Still we con-
sider those names to be the na.mes of very real persons. 
A pecu11arly vivig !zR! of m!R0rx ••• but mora than that 
••• a pOwer that adds!2 or 8ugtr!S!! ~ past sensat1on ••• and 
thus greate •••• abgye ord1narx exper1enct! .... even those QtUi2pd 
hYman P9ss1bi~it[ ••• new snaractirs which do ~ raalll aj1st •• 
these are the properties and qualities which ordinarily 
attribute to the creative imagination. 
A brief analysis ot imagination with r~ference to that 
popular genre of fiction, the 'Whodunit' will enable us to add 
another note or quality to those already described above. Most 
of us have made the acquaintance ot officials of the 111w, e1th r 
under real and variant circumstances, or certa1nly through 
fiction. Undoubtedly we noticed that they seem to divide them-
selves into two rather unequal groups. The larger segment is 
compr1sed of the professional law officer whose attendants are 
a Alfred Tennyson, Vision 2! sas, 14-28 
l4 
.. 
opportunity, method and experience. The other group, small 
and select, but losing some ot tts exclusiveness as the pop-
ularity of crime novels increase, is characterized by excep-
tionally aoute observation abetted by a mysterious power 
called 'imagination'. B.1 virtue of this power these men seem 
to grasp instinctively the significant through all veneers and 
disguises. Their solutions come in the torm of inspirations. 
hunches, intUitions, etc., nor 1s the process belabored with 
ratiocination. And so we add the not~l of intui tioD to the 
concept of imagination. 
This intu1 tl ve elemen't popularly associated w1 th the 
word 'imagination t is mentioned here because it tits in very 
readily ~1 th the more comprehens.:1 ve meaning ot thi:l word since 
the time of Wordsworth. 10 longer 1s imagination Just a power 
to produce mental experiences resembling those of the tive 
senses. In the larger and mor~ comprehensive meaning, it 
inoludes the power ot comparing and combining such images, 
noting resemblances between them which have a meaning tor the 
inner lite, though they may have none tor the sense or the 
pure discursive re~son. Also, this power eoables the poet to 
leap to conclusions which resemble those dr~wn by the 
<11 scursi va ra,'ison from COl.lUl1On Experience, only more rapidly 
find 1n different re,ions. 
Let us illustrate this from Shelley's .§g- • 
ial:~. Resays the lark res~%ibles l1UU11 things. 
t springs .from the t;airth "like a oloud ot 
tire;" it 1s as 1nvisible as ns star ot 
heaven in broad daylight;n that the air and 
the earth are as .full of its vo1co as they 
are ot moonlight 'when night is bare ••• • 
All these comparisons are between images ot 
sense ••• ; but DOne of them are such oompari-
sons as the discursive roason would suggest • 
15 
••• the skylark is not like a cloud, still less like 
a rose, lea.st of all 11ke a moonlight night. 4 
However, the poet has deolared this resemblance because 
the !J!Ot1,29 awakened in him by the skylark has leaped trom 
one thing to another; from the sensation produced by moon-
li&ht to that produced by a hauntin, song. This transfer or 
peroeption resulted naturally from the effort of the poet to 
reveal that emotion in all its beauty. So we see that the 
qualities ot the emotions aroused by the skylark and by the 
moonlight Iwhen night 1s here," are sim1lar. Shelley even 
passes out of the range ot 1ma,es ot sense altogether when he 
deolares that the lark 1. "like an unbodied ~oy.n This cannot 
be pictured by the eye. levertheless, in a purely spiritual 
way a theme is presented to an inner 1.ma,inative sense. lor 
1s there any lengthy process ot ratiocination involved. Some-
how or other, the 1malinat1on alters, adds, subtracts, combines, 
and thus eyokes a new emotion ariSing from a lair perception 
ot essential beaut,y. 
4 Raymond M. Alden, Ap ~Dtrodu£t19n to fgettX, Henry Holt and 
Oompa137. lew York, 1809, 9S 
18 
• Thecreat1ve imagination that we have be'i'iD desCr1b11l1 
. 
here 1, obviously somethIng more thaD the sensible organic 
taoulty which 1s the repository ot sensible Images of objects. 
the oreative imagination involves essentiall, the 
iJltelllgenoe. Onoe the intellect is in possession of idea. 
it bears a different relation to the physical 1.~.1nution. In 
its turn DOW the intellect can act upon the imagination and 
arouse in it sensible imales 1n contorm:1 t1 wi, th its intellec-
tual species. the creative im&11nation desoribed &bov~ 1a 
the poet's ability to resort to pa.rtioular and concrete 
piotures to 1llustr~te his abstraot and universal principles. 
The int6llect here is eminently active in traming to its own 
~ses the mass ot elements that exist within the treasur1 ot 
the imagination. 111e creative imaSination seems to be tbls 
type ot cooperation between iD.tellect and physiCal. imagination. 
But 1 t 18 1n the intellectual operation that the 1dealwh1eh 
has been fOrmulated il clothed with the 1maginal elements, a 
process which m1,ht be desoribed as conoretizing the un1vers~. 
Orestes Brownson writes: 
The oreative imagination is commonly reiarded 
as a mixed faculty, partaking both ot the ration-
al a.nd irrational nature, and in some sense, a. 
a union ot tne two, so to speak, ot soul ana 
body. But it is primarily and assentially 
intellectual, and moves as intellect betore 
moving as sensibility; in other words, it i. 
intellectual appr~hen51on b,fore it 1s 
sensitive affectIon, as the litB and ao-
tivity or the body art: from the soul, not 
the lite and activity of the soul from the 
body. & 
'" 
It is eas111 apparent that Wordsworth exhibits the 
results of such a faculty or power when he composes simple 
and beautiful lines as: 
The moon doth wi th delight 6 
Look round her when the heavens are bare. 
7 
The sleep that 1s amons the lonely hills. 
There is an eminence of these our hills, 8 
The last that parleys with the settIng sun. 
And not only dId he have such a power but he uses the 
word -imagination' to describe the power in IQi Prelud! • 
• • • While the Orb went down 
In the tranquility ot Nature, came 
That voics, ill requiem! seldom beard 
By me without a spirit overcast, a deep 
Imai1nat1on, thought of woes to come 9 
And sorrow tor mankind andpa.1n of heart. 
I love a publio road; rew Sights there are 
That please me morej such abJect hath bad power 
01er my 1.a,in~tion since the dawn 
Of chl1dhoocl • .Lv 
& Orestes Brownson, Works, Vol. xix. 319 
6 ~e 0 'mylrta11~%, 12-13 
7 0 I 4 
8 ibere S!P emi e 
9. SelIDcourt, re &02-307 
10 llWt., XII, 14.5- 47 
l7 
But the question we are concerned wi th is whethen. or 
not Wordsworth confines his meaning ot the word to the 
process we have desoribed. What are some ot the s1no~ms 
which the poet elllplo7s in connection with the fflma~in!lt1on'" 
18 
11 12 We reach "Th! s taoul t,." ••• "main essential power" ••• "image 
1& , 14 
ot rIght reason" ••• "reason in her most exalted mood" ••• 
"absolute atrength,,15 ••• ttclearest 1ns1ght,,16"'''aap11tude ot 
mind,,17 •••• awtul power,,18. He makes other references to the 
"Imagination" as the glorious faculty that higher minds bear 
with them as their own; the prme and vital principle; reason 
which 1s indeed Reason; the very faculty of truth and the 
grand and s1mple Reason. 
Wordsworth here gives the impression of dOlged pel"sis-
tence, the strull11ng impatience of a person who 1s trying 
to recall the image and contour of a faCti that he knows so 
.ell, and yet, as the eye of memory investigates more and more 
anxiously, his eyesight dims, and part by part the teatures ot 
that lace also dim. Wordsworth, like such a person, still 
perslsts in a.ttempting to describe at least likenesses, it 
not the image itself. 
11 ~h freifif' XlII, 171 12 ., , 289 
18 ~., XII, 25 
14 •• , 1111, 170 15 _, XIII, lIe . 
16 ., XIII, 168 
17 ., XIII, 169 
18 freAud. (1850) Xl, 595 
Ult1mat,:;ly Wordsworth admits that be is d1ssat!af'led 
with the word "Imagination." 
Imar;lnation ••• tha pO\'ler so-called 19 
Througb said lncompetenc~ of human speecb. 
19 
All poets glory in their imaginative powers, but few 
would describe the same with the variety and intensity ot 
Wordsworth. Judging merely from the numbeu' of' synonyms 'Wh.ioh 
the poet gives us, we have that this "ImGginat1on" .whlch de-
ties the oompetence ot human speech i& much mor~ than the 
oreative imagination !is popularly oonceived, that is, the 
oooperation of the sensible imagination and intel10ct. 
But that is surmise and 'We must again return to the 
text in ord~r to obtain a more explicit account of' the imagi-
nation as it developed during the various stages of his lite. 
We learn first, that he passed his early days in a "wise 
20 pas.ivaness •. " 
Bature by extrinsio passion first 21 
Peopled my mind ~'1 th beauteous forms and grand •. 
aaturally enough, as a. youngster ot t1 V\0 or six 
years be did not analyze or examine scientifically Just what 
was happening wi thin hid mind. It is only 1n retrospeot that 
he became cognizant of the influence ot the natural be2l.utl 
19 ~~. Prelude (text of 1850) n, 692-593 
20 btno Ii t.. 24. 
21 c • Be1ineourt, 'relug~h I, 572-573 
him and its relation to the "Imagination." 
The soundifig cataract 
Haunted me like a passion: the tall rock 
The mountains, and the deep and gloomy wood, 
Their colours ~nd their forms, were then 
to me 22 
An appetite; a feeling ~nQ a love. 
EO 
• 
As a boy he was only conscious that the quiet lake" 
with its faw attendant" vagabond clouds, the wrinkled mountains 
and heedless cataracts, tile shawled hills and rhJthmlc wheat-
fields were so intimate to him a~ to.be almost alive: 
••• the fairest of all rivers, loved 
To blend hiB murmurs with my nurse's sonl 
And, from his alder shades and rocky falls, 
And trom his fords and shallow~l sent a voice 
That flowed along my draams ••• ~c 
To him nature around him was making a ceaseless 
symphony which composed his thoughts. 
This passive role of the "Imagination" seems to be 
nothing other than the storage of images in the warehouse of 
his physical imagination. Such an explall::,;,tion is simple, 
indeed too simple for thosE:' who are sens! ti va to the pb1loso-
pbJ of animism and seem to recognize a familiar in such lines a I 
Wisdom and Spirit of the universel 
Thou Soul tilat art the eternity ot thoughtl 
That ,iv'st to torms ,f;tod images a br..:ath 
And everlasting motionS not in vain, 
By day or Itar-light didst Thou intertwine for me 
The passions that build up our hUUl~.n soul, 
22 Ibid., I, 597-60l 
23 1h! Prel~~!, (text of 1850) 270-274 
and 
••• w1 th high ob3ects, wi th enduring thIngs, 
with lifa and nature, purIfyjng thus24 The elements of feelIng, of thought. 
Ie Presences of .ature, in the sky, 
And on the earthS Ie visions of the hillsl 
And Souls of lonely placesl 25 
21 
There seems to me to be no JustIfication in reaching 
tor a mystic element or animism to explain such invocations. 
To me it 1s merely the natural result ot a sensitive tempera-
ment in ideal proximity and contact with the ourdoors. Other 
country boys were thrilled to accomparq their fathers and 
uncles on the hunt, feeling happy and important when the 
slack weicht ot a rabbIt 01' a pheasant bumped on their high. 
Wordsworth was a little different. He preferred to tread 
through the woods alone, not killing but stirring to l1te. 
All the things in nature were to him l1ke a gentle hand, 
shaking an; awaken1ng 1n his soul a love for beaut, and life. 
In comparison to his friends Wordsworth was exquisitely 
sensitive to the moods ot nature. He caught a variety or 
meanings in the face ot the things he saw about him. The 
ohild reads the expressions on the faces ot its parents. 
24 de Se11ncourt, rrelu~!, I, 421-438 
25 Jbid., I, 490-492 
2~ 
Wordsworth re~d the tace ot nature. He had but to crumble 
a clod of woodland soil to teel -modest pleasure and 
undisturbed delight." The murmur ot the leaves was to him 
as th quiet, evening oonversation ot parents, perhaps 
unintelligible but comforting and reassuring. He had 
merely to raise his opened eyes to nature and it seemed 
that he was lifted up to tho great tran~uil beauty of the 
hills, torests and lakes. And if his parents had asked 
why he was so atfeoted, he would have answered with the 
pertectly adequa.te response ot young children, "I don't 
know, i t ~ust happens." You don't ask a ohild, bow he 
reads the expression ot its parents, but that does not 
alter the taot. 
The poet, above all else, is a person who 
never torgets oertain sense-improssions 
which he has experienced and which he oan 
relive again and again as though with all 
their original freshness. 
All poets have th1s highly developed 
sen.1tive apparatus ot memor7~ and they 
are usually aware ot experiences which 
happenad to them at the earliest age 
and which retain their pristine signifi-
canoe throughout 1i£e. 26 
To me, Wie Presences of Batura" are nothing ether than the 
sense-impressions of nature experienced as a youth and 
stored to be relived. We hear ot an instance 1n Wordsworth 
• where a young child, perhaps it was his niece, died. 
Wordsworth was pres~nt at the time but seemed to give no 
indication ot grief. Yet, twenty years later he wa.s able 
to describe the scene and its pathos so accurately as to 
bring tears to all those who were listening to them. We 
should be careful to think of Wordsworth as a poet, an 
extraordinarily sensitive person who tou.Dd the ObJects ot 
nature so intimate that in th~ manner ot sensitive Children, 
he personified them. Why call upon Caesar or animism when 
the local preoinct captain will do just as well! 
'air seed-timo had my soul and I Itew up 
fostered alike by beauty and tear. 27 
Bow simply the poet explains the passive role ot 
the "Ima&ination". "Imagination slept." 35 It is laying 
itself open to the ob~ects and sights ot external nature, 
making use ot the bodyts or,an1c and reoipient faculty. 
Th::re is no contusion ot "Imagination" a.nd the obJeots ot 
nature. One 1$ internal and the other external. His 
nImagination" 1s fueling, drinking in and purifying the 
strong emotional peroeptions whioh nature afforded him. 
Later the intellect would seize upon those tirst emotional 
perceptions and in cooperation with the pn,sical imagination, 
clarIty, strengthen and combine them. 
But what about when he spe{jlks ot feelina: 
••••••••••••••• gleams like 
The flashing of a shield; 
The earth and common face of Nature 
Spake to me rememberable things ••• 
.. lb.! t lifeless theD, and doomed to sleep 
Until maturer seasons call'd them forth 
To imprean&te and elevate the mind.Be 
• 
The visions that came to him in childhood were such 
as com.e to every child whO can practice his simple creed ot 
delight and liberty. Wordsworth was ambitious and felt 
destined, but he did not consider hims·31f to be a precocious 
child-prodigy like Milton or Buskin. Indeed, he would have 
been one ottha ti rst to admit that the 11 t tle bootblack on 
a Barlem street corner has his own world of imaginatIon that 
is Just as real and thr111ing tor him as was the wondertul 
world ot nature tor the Poet. Allowing for the unusual 
sens1tivit1 ot the poet to explain what appears to us well-
paved city dwellers as extravagant lan,uag. and experiences, 
we must mark also Wordsworth's habit ot inSistence on 
trines Iuch as lodge in oorner ot everyone's memory, as it 
they were unique lessons given to him alone. Taken together 
these two characteristics make it very easy tor us to Judie 
that his "Imaa1natlonn 1s not the abnormal faoulty that 
some oritics would have us belleve. 
By looking back again to the various syno~ms whJch 
the poet employs to desoribe the "Imailnat1on", we find the 
word "power" recurring aga1n and again. This "power" refers 
to the active role of the "Im&ginat1on". In almost all the 
instances in which either word 1s used, "Imagination" or 
"power", tn. connotation is one of ability to discern and to 
teach a truth. The point is that the truths tliUght are not 
arrived at through any d.iscursive process but are rather 
suggested by objects 1n nature. The emotional overtones 
are quite pronounced 1n these initclnces. Once again, as was 
the case with the "passive" role, I believe that a very 
simple and logical. explanatIon 1s at hand, nor should we reach 
tor more complex explanations wh1ch most commentators apply. 
Once agc;tin we must usa caution in avoiding a too li taral 
interpretation ot the text. 
Wordsworth tells us that: 
••• Imag.1nat1on alept, 
And yet not utterly. I could not print 
Ground, where the grass had yielded to the steps 
Of Generations ot illustrious men 
Uomoved ••• 29 
29 lbld.# 111# 275 
But when the first poetic laculty 
ot plain imagination and s~vere 
10 longer a mute influence ot the soul 
An elements of Bature's inner selt, 
Began to have some promptings, to put on 
A visible shape ••• a new importance to 
The mind. ••• ZO 
.. 
Wordsworth is here describing a vital process) no 
painful irasping and groping. The time of "wise passiveness" 
was past, the time of drawing 
Things of earth and sky and or humb.n lite 
into himself, as the calm, clear lake does 
the imagery ot th~ surrounding hills and 
overhanging sky.ol 
The clouds settle on the mountain top in thi~ early 
m.orning mist but later in the day clear away and leuve the 
mountain exposed in its splendor. In a sense the truths 
Wordsworth speaks about are like that mountain suggested b.f 
the mysterious clouds which are the separate objects ot nature 
which had lett their innermost secrets and passed out ot 
cODsciousness. Wordsworth considered it one of the cardinal 
works of the imal1nation. to possess itself of the lite ot 
whatever thing it dealt. 
The first truths which interested him were those con-
cerning natural phenomena, without any impli cations. 
30 Ibid., VIII, 510-516 
31 ShairR, 58 
The moon doth with delight 32. 
Look round her when the heavens are bare. 
Does not this give the essence, the truth of a clear 
moonlight sky more truthfully in its relation to the human 
spirit than a~ meterolog1cal explanation can? Or the essence 
of mountain stillness. 
33 The sleep that is among the lonely hills 
or the solitariness of a mountain peak, 
There is an eminence ot these our hills, 34 
The last that parleys with the setting sun. 
Certainly no one can deny that he is rendering the 
inner truths ot things. Wordsworth captures the essence of 
naturels animate 11fo also. One has to love the woods to 
appreciate the real truth or; 
And again; 
The grass is bright with rain-drops; on the moorl 
The hare is running races in her mirth; 
And with her teet she trom the plashy earth 
Raises a mist; that, ,littering in the sun, ~ 
Buns with har all th~ wa.y, wherever she doth run. a5 
There sometimes doth a leaping fish 
Send through the tarn a lonely cheer; 
The crag's repeat the raven's croak 
In symphon, austere, 36 
And the evening calm a.tter a tempeatuous day; 
Loud is the Valel the Yoice 1s up 
With which she speaks when storms are gone, 
A mighty unison ot streamsl 
Ot all her voices, one! 
Loud is the Vale! this inland depth 
In peace is roaring like the sea; 
Yon star upon the mountain-top 
Is listening qu1etly.+57 
• 
But when he has described how his "Imagination" has 
first exercised itself on the natural obJects around him, the 
tlower patoh, the moonlight, the black rock which becomes 
an entr.ance to a magical cave, he then describes how such ob-
~ects ot nature directed him to truths which directly concern 
man; 
Nor could 1 with such ObJect overlook 
Th~ influenoe ot this Power whioh turn's itself 
Insti~tively to h~m~n passions, things 
Least underatood. 3e 
This History, my friend, hath chiefly told 
••• ot Imagination tedch1ng truth.~9 
Again I took the intellectual ~Y. 
lor my instructor, studious more to see 
Great truths, than touch and handle little on88. 40 
38 ~de11tx, 27-28 
37 LQyg !! In! ~, (Lines composed at Grasmere) 
38 ae-ae11ncourt,VIII, 582-585 
~9 lb,S.' XI, 43,46 
40 ~., XII, 57-59 
Even the read1n, of the histories of glorious c!y1l1-
zat10ns and looking at famous paintings furnished tood tor 
his 'Imagination." 
Thus here imagination also found 
An element that pleased her, tried her strength 
Among new objects, simplified, arra.nged 
Impregnated. my knowledge, made it live 
And the result was elevating thoughts 
Of human nature. 41 
29 
When Wordsworth says that he is studious to learn 
great truths rather than little ones, he 1s referring to his 
selt-imposed restriction at describing the morru and spir1 tual 
part ot man, and this usually the humble rustiC, rather than 
man's external decorum and social life. He told us that he 
"could not print ground mtere th~ grass had yielded to the 
steps ot generations ot illustrious men unmoved."42 The 
truth he is trying to express could be badly stated as follows: 
"Ignorance and humble toil are not convertible. There is 
nothing 1n humble work that of 1 tselt imp11es ignorance, a.nd 
he proves that to himself and to us by the remembrance of men 
whom he most admired andNho had toiled in the same field;:;; that 
he walked as a boy. Here we see a typical example, perhaps 
not the best, of the "Imagination" feeding upon a. physical 
41 ~., VIII, 796-801 
42 Ibid., III, 257-275 
experience, namely walking in the fields, combined wi tb. the"" 
image of illustrious men walking these same fields, and 
producing the felt truth that ignorance and toil are not to 
be identified. 
Without excessive research the writer round nine 
other examples of truths concerning man which Wordsworth 
"felt" without recourse to the discursive reason. And yet, 
each of these truths has been verified either speculatively 
or sc1entlf1c~~11y since his time. In his own d.ay, many ot 
the truths were conSidered radical innovations. Besides the 
truth already mentioned, Wordsworth polnts out the following: 
2. Absolute monarchy detracts trom the dignity 
ot the loverned. 
3. The framework ot SOCiety 1s built upon immutable 
laws. 
4. There 1s a Providence latent under the apparent 
chaos ot world events. 
5. Judgments ot right and wrong are more than 
convention. 
6. Man has intrinsiC worth .. and should be Judged 
apart trom rank and station. 
7. Moral goodness and intellig~nce are not confined 
to the well-educated. Knowledge and ioodness are 
not convert! bie. 
8. Love could and did tlourish outside the bailiwick 
ot refined SOCiety, apart from leisure and 
polished manners. 
9. Grinding poverty can crush the finer atfections ot 
men by' preoccupying their minds with sense wants. 
10. The soul 18 essentially different than and 4 
superior to the sense or material world. 
Perhaps now we understand more sympathetically what the 
Poet meant when he sald that the "Imagination" enabled him 
to perceive some things unseen betore. 43 
In the same manner, Wordsworth learned patience; free-
dom trom vanity and restless passion; equanimity ot soul} 
the abili ty to discern depth and worth in all rnen; the 
hypocrisy of superficial intellectuality,; that the artificial 
barriers between classes 1.:l.re largely unjust; that there are 
grades ot nobill ty among all classes, and espocially amona 
the poor. 44 
Those are SOlae of the truths which the "vi tal soul" 
ot the poet penetrated and enumerated tor other men. 
Now also, we understand better what was meant when the 
poet described "Imagination", in its highest ofric~, B5 but 
another name for 'absolute power, clearest inSight, and 
reason in her most exalted moon.' 
Suoh an interpretation of the creative imagination 1$ 
certainly s1mple, but not too Simple, inasmuch aa we f1nd 
other modern poets who trace Similar currents in their own 
1ma,inat1ve process. I have 1n mind Stephen Spender when he 
is I'§il., or. fiI, 305 rF. 
44 l.2!i!. I of. XII, 250-286 
wrote: • 
There are some days when the sea lies l1kea ~~p 
Stretched flat beneath the clitfs. The waves \\~ 
Like w1 res burn wi th the Bun's oopper 110w . " 
a2 
(all the murmuring blue very s11ent)· ~~ 
'~ 
Between wbose spaces every im&&.8' 
Of sky (field and) hedie and fteld t.md Qoat 
Dwells like a hUle tace ot the afternoon. 
When ~a heat grows tired, the afternoon 
Out ot the land may breathe a siah (Across these wires like a hand 
Whioh moves across those wires like Ii 80ft hand (then the v1brat10n) 
Between whose spaces the y1brat10n bolds 
Every b1rd-cry, dOl's bark, mants shout 
And creak ot rollock from the land and sky 
With all the music ot the atternoon. 45 
\ 
I 
.\ 
\ 
Spender tells us, and it is obviOUS to us, that ~he8e 
lines are attempts 1n the rough to sketoh out an idea ~p1C~ 
exists clearly enough on some level of the mind where 
eludes the attempt to state it. 
The 1dea ot this poem is a vision ot the sea, 
, \\ 
, '(I 
'\ 
ta1th ot the poet is that it this vis10n is clearly atate~ 
1t will be s11n1f1cant. The vision is ot the sea atretohe4 
under a 011tf. On top ot the clitt there are fields, h8d~e~1 
houses. Borses draw oarts along lanes, dOis bark tar 1nl~nd, 
I bells r1ns in the d.1 stance. The shore se.:~ms laden wi th he~ges, 
" 
roses, hortH.ell and men, all high above the sea, on a very t,1ne 
summer day when the ocean seems to reflect and absorb the 
shore. Then th~ small strung-out glitterinc waves ot 
" 
'. 
\ 
, 
\ 
\ 
\ 
• lying under the shore are like the strings ot ~ h~rp which 
. 
catch the sunlight. Between these striD6s lies the retlection 
ot the shGre. Butterflies are wafted out over the waves, 
which they mistake tor the rields ot the chalky landscape, 
searching them tor flowers. On a day such as thiS, the land, 
reflected in the sea appears to enter into the sea, as though 
it 11es under it, lake Atlantis. The wires of the harp are 
like ~ seen music tusing lanascape and seascape. 
Be then tells us that looking at this vision obviously 
has symbolic value. The sea represents death and eternity, 
the land represents the brief life of tho summer and ot one 
human ,aneration which passes into the sea ot ateI'm ty_ 
Spender mentions here that although the poet may be consoious 
or this aspect at his Vision, it 1s exaotly what he wants to 
avoId stating, or even being too concerned with. The~e are 
things which should be said, and things whioh Just as 
definitely should not be said. The unsaid inner meaning at 
the poem 1s revealed in the musio and the tonality of the 
poem, and the poet 1s conscious ot it in his knowledge that 
a certain tone' ot voice, a certain rhythm, &re nec(~ssary. 
The point or similarity between Wordsworth and Spender 
may not be obvious. It is this, obJects or scenes at 
; .. ----.- r'""" ~ 
nature tor both poets SUiiested truths that ~.tn~ £!ilrl~(:ttsre 
V ") 
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not rationalized. No one will deny their validity. 
• 
Perhaps another and briefer,example from Spender 
will clar1y matters. 
I was standing in the corridor ot a trajn 
passing through the black country. I saw 
a landscape ot pits and p1theaas, artificial 
mountains, jagged yellow wounds in the 
earth, everything transtormed as thoulh 
by the toil ot som~ enormous animal or 
giant tearing up the earth in search ot 
prey or treasures. At this moment the 
line flashed into my head 
46 
A lanauage ot flesh and roses. 
Tbat was the physical .sight or image, then the coulbina 
tion by the intelleot with images almost totally diverse 
all intended to express emot10nblly the tact that 
the industrial landsoape which seems by now 
a routine and aot ot loa whlch enables both 
employers and workers who serve ancl profit 
by it, is aotually the expression of man's 
will. Men willed it to be so, and the 
pitheads, slagheap. and the gha.stly disregard 
ot anything but the pursuit ot wealth, are 
8 symbol or modern man's mind. In other 
words, the world which we create, the world 
ot alums, and telegrru:ns, and newspapers - 1s 
a kind ot laniuage ot our inner wishes and 
thoughts. Also this 1s so, it 1s obviously 
a lan,uage ~lat has got outside our comtrol. 
It is a contused language, an i rrespollsi ble 
senile gibberish. This thought crestly 
distressed me, and I started thinking that if 
the phenomena created by hamanit1 are really 
like words in a lanauage, what kind ot 
language do we really aspire to? All this 
sequence ot thought tlashed into my mind 
46 Spender, 23 
with the answer than came before the • 
quest1on: 
A Language ot flesh'and roses. 47 
Tho oongruency of the experiences of Wordsworth and 
Spender 1s not perfect. Wordsworth, onc~ he has gained 
possession of the truth, whatever it 15, 1s much more 
didaotic than Spender, but this is merely ~ peculiar facet 
ot Wordsworth's teacher-personality rather than hi. poet-
personality, it we may so speak. Another difference we 
notice 1s that Spender is more concerned with the imagin, 
of the universal, the actual artistio fashioning of the 
thought, and the imagination is the faculty which enables 
him to do that. In The Pr§lude at least, this does not seem 
to be Wordsworth's primary claim for the "Imagination". 
He stresses its ability to apprehend the truth suggested 
by an external object of nature. 
But each ot us, no matter how prose-m1nded we are, 
have had experiences analogous to those ot Spender and 
Wordsworth which should help us to understand that we too 
have th1s same power, though muted. In 11st&n1ng to the 
melancholy gasp ot the foghorn, 18 it not almost an 
automatic emotional process to sensa the vague growth or 
thoughts concerning the brevity ot lite, eternity und the 
36 
weeping wi thin one t s soul; or looking at a tlower l.lnd 4 think-
10g of 1 t as a putt' of frozen color,. does not the transience 
of beauty seep into our consciousness; and are not tho~.bts 
stimulated by lookina up into the impassive tace of nigbt 
or the white-blue radianoe of a cold December moon, or even 
the smoke trom so commercial an object as the Cigarette? 
What comes into our minds is usually vaue and certainly not 
always profound,. But we recognize the tact eyen though there 
is not a single drop of conscious rationalizing in tho whole 
solution. 
In this second chapter we 1) bave defined the imagina-
tion according to the Scholastic doctrine, as a physical 
senSe taculty with the notes of a. conserv~tlon, b. repro-
duction, and c. combination; but on the sense lev~l. 
2) investigated the popular estimates of imagination with 
reference to poetr7. Here we saw how the adjective 
'creative' was aptly applied to the imagination. The poet, 
as most people realize, adds to, or, subtracts from, p~st 
sensations, and in this sense 'creates' experiences outside 
of and even beyond the realm ot human possibility. 
Another attribute popularly attributed to im.ag1nz.",t1on was 
~nslih1t wi thou;t ra'tr40c,pa.t!on, or intu1 tion. 3) coupled 
the notes of comparison and combination of 1m~,es to the 
third note ot insight and arrived at the concept ot 
imagination as a power by which the poet, notioa rese~ 
blance8 between uni versa.1 truth and -d.mag(l.ts, attains to a 
conclusion whioh has meaning for the inner 11te. This 
conclusion 1s not consequont upon a process ot discursive 
reason, but does bear some resemblance to a lO&ical con-
clusion. 4) illustrated this definition trom Shelley's 
SkIlark, noting that the poet declared the rasemblance 
because the emotion awakened n him by the skylark has 
leaped from the sensation produced by mOOnl1gbt to that 
produced by a haunting song. 5) came to the conclusion 
l7 
that the senSible imagination and the creative imagination 
were not the same. 6) Ihowed that creative imagination 
involved essentially the intelli~ence; and is indeed nothina 
other than the oooperation between intellect and the sen$~­
ble organic taculty termed imagination. 7) quoted linea 
trom. Wordsworth showing that he obviously and consoiously 
possessed such a power. 8) raised the question whether 
Wordsworth's meaning was identical to our definition. 
9) listed synonyms which Wordsworth used tor -Imagination", 
commenting on his dissatisfaction with the word. Then we 
turned to quotations concerning references to the "Imagina-
tion" during the various stages ot his life. 10) noted and 
explained the qualities ot paSSivity, ~ct1v1ty, power to 
possess itself of inner truths concernin~ natural ObJects 
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first, and then later, concerning the narrower field ot moral 
and spiritual truths suggested by various natural phenomena. 
We enumerated and exemplified some ot these truths from the 
text. 11) investigated a modern poet and found his experience 
with imagination basIcally the same as WOrdsworth's, notIng 
the latter's d1dactlcism. 12) realized t~hat we ourS~lye8 
have this power, at least virtually, noting again that we are 
not conscious ot rationalizing. We realized that this 1s 
certainly not the onl)" flay of knowing, but 1 t 1 s valid 
knowledle as univers~1 experience testifies. 
Tbis problem of the relation between the nlmag1na-
tion" and knowledge 1s one ot the most interesting and 
challen,1ng the writer investigated. We know Wordsworth 
insisted that he attained to valia knowledge bl me~ns ot 
the "Imagination." There ar~ criticsI who reading Wordsworth, 
maintain that he was anti-intellectual or sub-rational. 
The above problem and its ramificatIons will .form the major 
portion ot the following ehapter. 
CRAP'lE8 III 
IMAGINATION ABD REASON 
In the previous chapter we saw that Wordsworth con-
sidered the ftlma,inat1on" to be a faculty for truth, and 
this consideration was verified. However, there are some 
crItics, the most articulate and specific ot whom is 
Mr. J. F. Downey, who maintained the Wordsworth's "Imagina-
l 
tion" is anti-r<iit.tional, non-intellectual and transcendental. 
Whether or not these are characteristics ot the "Ima&inat1on" 
along wi th pass1 vi ty, act! vi ty, and the power ot iutu! t1 DI 
truths about man 'and nature must certainly be given some 
consideration • 
.ir. Downey realizes the fact that Wordsworth attached 
a special and comprehensive meaning to the "Imagination". 
He knows that it 1s DO lIere organic faculty assisting the 
intellect, "But a comprehensive power ot the soul, a power 
tor truth, and the peouliar faculty ot poetic and ph11osoph-
2 1eal ina1ght. 8 Atter noting the supreme value and exalted 
notion the poet has of this faculty, Downey investigates 
the relation of this faculty to reason understood as the 
• 
as the logical or discursive faoulty_ 
To begin with, Wordsworth distinguishes 1.&&i-
nation "the grand and simple reason,. as he 
calls it, from discursive reason 
"that humbler power 
Which carries on its no inglorious work 
B1 10g1c and minute analys1s.~ 
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It is rather typical ot Wordsworth that being 'it a loss 
to describe "Imagination" he should choose to call it reason, 
being oaretul however to distinguish it trom discursive 
reason, by whioh we argue trom premises. Downey notes some 
at the clar1~y1ng phrases wh1 ch set "Imagination" aparta 
"reason in her most exalted mood," "the image of right 
reason ••• that lifts the Being into ma,nanimity," or "the 
grand and simple reason." As we noted in Chapter II, when-
ever Wordsworth uses a syno~m tor "Ima&inat1on" he always 
chooses a word 'With the connotation of discernment. What 
references does he make to Ule logical faculty? As Downe,y 
notes, it 1s: Ra humbler power," "a secondal'1 power," 
"false imagination." "Imagination" was tor Wordsworth the 
pre-eminent power ot the mind, but he did admit the validity 
ot discursive reason in certain limited spheres ot know*edge. 
His bias against discursive reason 1s seen in the follow1nl 
quotations: 
. 
that talse secondary power, bY'Nh1oh 
In weakness~ we create distinctions, then 
Deem that our puny boundaries are things 4 
Which we peroeive, and not which we have made. 
Reason, Wordsworth says, is an idol, 
of all idols that which pleases most 
The growing mind. • trifler would he be 
Who on the obvious benefits should dwell 
that rise out of this proceSSj but to speak 
at all the narrow estimates ot things 
Which hence originate were a wortny theme 
For philosophic Verse; suffice it here 
To hint that danger cannot but attend 
OOpOD a lunction rather proud to be 
the enemy ot falsehood, than the friend 
To truth, to sit in 3udgment than to teel.5 
lior do the 10licians and the assooiationist psychology ot 
Hartley please him:, for he asks" 
Who shall parcel out 
lils intellect, by geometric rules, 
Split, like a prOVince, into round and square? 
Who knows the individual hour in which 
His habits were tirst sown, even as a seed 
Who that shall pOint, as with a wand, and say, 
'This portion of the river of my mind 
Came trom you tountain?'6 
To Coleridge, Wordsworth say$~ 
Thou, mT Friend, art one 
More deeply read in they own thoughts; to thee 
Scienee appea.rs but~ what in truth she is, 
lot as our glOry and Our absolute boast, 
But as a succedaneum, and a prop 
To our infirmity.7 
i ilit:' II, 221·224 5 ., II, 127-157 
6 lit, II, 208-215 
7 IbiS" II, 215-220 
On the scientific method of the day he comments: 
Hard task to analyze a so~l, in which, 
Jot only genera.l habits and desires, 
• 
But each most obvious and parti cular t!10ugllt, 
lot in a mystical and idle sense, 
But 1n the words of reason deeply we1ih f d 
Bath no be,1nn1ng.8 
DoWney's comment after citing such passages 1s: 
In such passages as these, Wordsworth's 
confirmed anti-rationalism breaks through. 
For SCience, identified with the vaunted 
method and exaggerated intellectualism of 
the eighteenth-century Rationalists, he 
has small regard; for it must depend 1n 
its processes upon an inferior f1.J.nction 
of the m1nd, namely, reason. Wbdle analyti-
cal method and scientific distinctions, 
abstractions, and classifioations have 
some validi tf, yet t'or inquiry into the 
more profound reaches of the soul, they 
are, Words •• rth insists, of no avail. 
Heneld hi s condemnation of ·the ape o.t 
philosophy., as he calls it, and of 
metaphySics as derived trom reason.9 
To the writerts mind, Hr. Downey's conclusions are 
somewhat basty and certainly unsupported by textual proof. 
In the first place he 1s in disagreement with another critic 
who wri tea: 
Wordsworth did not go $0 tar as the other 
Romantics in relegating reason to an in-
terior position. He preferred to gve a 
nevI dj gni ty to the word fAnd to 1 Ds1 st that 
inspired insIght is itself rat1onal.10 
i Ibid., II, 232-2!7 
9 15OViEey, a5 
10 Bowra, 19 
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Agai n, thera is a valid personal reason wh;y Wor~worth 
should so speak out against reason.' During the early days 
ot the 'rench Revolution the young and impressiona.ble Words-
worth thought he aaw in BEH1.S0n the prom.tle of the m11len1um 
in liberty, progress and happiness tor humanity; he writes: 
o pleaant exercise of hope and Joy! 
'or great were the s.ux111ars which then stood 
Upon our side, we who ware strong in love; 
Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive, 
But to be young was very heaven; 0 times 
In which the meagre, stale, forbidding ways 
ot custom, law, and statut~ book took at onee 
The attraction ot a country in Bomanoe; 
When Reason seem'dthe most to assert her rights 
When most intent on making of herself 
A Pr1me Enchanter to assist the work 
Which then was goini forwards in her name. 
Rot tavored spots alone, but the wbole earth 
The beauty wore of prom:1 se'.ll 
At this point loro.sworth must have had his illental 
.t"ingers crossed. He 111ms&11' was in sympl!ltfJ.Y 'H1 th Rousseau 
and his tfeeling heart' as the truest characteristic ot ~an, 
but at the same time science was making great progress. 
Which school wa,i:. right? Rousseauts doctrine was obviollsly 
anti-intellectual. Then the .'.\fterwath of the French Rcvolu-
tion. The consequent reign or terror and lapo1,,::8.0's 
Imperialistic aggrAssions destroyed hi.s trust in the diract1w 
torce of the human emotions or the 'feel! OS hei.~rt t. Hi s 
agitated spirit now sought relief in a system as remote from 
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his reoent sentimental enthusiasm as possible, and so he 
• 
turned to the meohanistio rationalism of Godwin, and the 
associationist psyohology of Hartley_ It would not be an 
exaggeration to say that Gouw1n's theory, offering as it d1d, 
the possibility of happiness in the unsentimental rule ot 
reason, hypnotized him. 
This was the time when all th106S tending fast 
To depravation, the Ph11osoph7 
The promised to abstract the hopes of ma~ 
Out ot his feelings, to be tix'd thenoeforth 
'orever in a purer element 
Found ready welcome • • • 
• • •• the dream 
Was flattering to the young inienuous mind 
Pleasld with extremas, and not the least with that 
Which makes the human Reason's naked selt 
The ob~ect of its fervour. What deliihtl 
Bow ,lorious! In selt-knowledge and self-rule, 
To look through all the frailties ot the world~ 
And, with resolute mastery shaking ott 
The aCCidents ot nature, time, and place, 
That make up the weak being ot the past, 
Build soclal treedom on its only baSiS, 
The freedom ot the individual mind. 12 
But youthful enthusiam is a poor substitute tor the 
well-boned philosophic mind, so that first perplexity and 
then despair cast their nets over him; 
Time may come 
When some Dramatio Story may afford 
Shapes 11 vell er to oonvey_ • • 
When then I l~arntd, or think I learntd, of truth 
And the errors into which I was betray'd 
By present objects, and by reasonings false 
'rom the beg1nning, inasmuch us drawn 
Out of a heart which had been turned aSide 
From Bature by external accidents, 
And wh1ch thus confounded more and more 
.isguidln~ and misguided. 
!~ frelude, X, 806-826 
Thus, I fared,. 
dra,ging all 'passlons, notIons, sh$pes ot fai"'th, 
Like culprits to the bar, suspiciously 
CallIng the mind to establrsh in pl:illn day 
Her ti tles and hEIr honours,. now bal'i1.ev1ng 
low disbelieving, endlessly perplexie4 .. 
With impulse, motica, right and wrong, the 
Of moral obligation, what the rule 
And what the sanction, till, d.mandi~ ~root, 
And seek1n& it 1n everything, I lost . 
All feeling of conviotion, and, in tine, 
SIck, wearied out with contrar1et1esJ " 
Yielded up moral questions 1n despair. l~, 
.A third cons1deration, and one which Mr. Down~:y doe:~ . 
. ''\.' , 
not acknowledge, 1s that Wordsworth very 11ke.L", d1d not. und~r. 
stand the word "reason" in the same preCise $~nse as mo.t 
, " 
" ".. 
formal phIlosophers do. \ \ .~. ' 
': • ! \ 
, " We understand reason as the thi I'd operat1o~ ot the) I, 
\ 
intellect wh10h enables us to produoe a third judgment tr~m\ 
... \ 
. \ "'-, 
two other judgments. Even though the intellect is character-
'. 
iaed by abstraction, progression and extrinsic dQpendenc~ 
upon sense and 18 conaaquenUy an imperfect way of knOwi~g, 
the ob~ect of the intellect is evt:tryth1ng that Is in atl7 i)" 
manner. In technical terms, the tormal obJect ot the l~t.~~, 
, ,\' \t J 
lect is being as belng. This tll\tZiOS that the intellig~llderc~n 
, " 1,\ 
know something of all reali ty, and that tbe kl'1O'lfleage, &1'K",\ 
though imperfect .. 1s still real and valid. r'" \\,"\ 
"~I \\ It this were thiblt Wordsworth undet'stoQa reason to mean, \ \. 
, ....... ~ 
and he denied the power of 1'.:1'.1.500 to reach moral and 8p1r1 tuaJ. 
truths discursively, the accuaation ot 'anti-rational' wonld 
ra Ibid. X, 879-901. Italicts are Wordsworth's. 
\, 
be well-rounded and 3ust. 
However .. it seems tar more prQbable that the Poet t s 
understanding of the role of reason was that whioh Godwin 
and H~tley assigned it. Hartley was an associationist and 
the process of abstraotion and progression whioh we have 
descr1bed is of a wholly different order from the empirical 
series ot tacts ruled by th~ laws of association, which are 
only juxtapositions of images. The only leaitimate knowledge 
such a faculty could ,1~e would be senae knowledge, and 
Hartley logioally enough held that the only leait1mate 
knowledge was senae knowledge and that man's innar nature 
was wholly the product of sense impression. In condem.n1ng 
such a concept of reason" Wordsworth would. tind himself in 
company w1th every generation of Thomistic philosopher. 
Godwin was a materialistic mechan1!t, explaining 
reason in terms ot meohanical laws and matter. ConseQuently 
for Godwin also, spiritual truths were closed and impOSSible. 
In the first place there was no soul since only matter existed. 
And secondly .. even if spiritual truths did exist., which Godwin 
d.enied .. you could never reach them through his materialistic 
concept ot m1 nd. 
We have universal experienoe of universal truths, 
moral and Ip1 ri tual, so that we too, wi th Wordsworth, 'Would 
condemn such reason as false wi th respect to the attainment 
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to hIgher truths. 'reason' for Godwin and Hartley could not 
g1ve a man truth in the more profOUD4 aspects ot reality, and 
slnceWordsworth l s concept ot reason was taken from thes0 meo, 
Downey's accusation 01' anti-rational needed qualification. 
Another consideration is the difference in minds which 
analytical psychology has discov&red. Admittedly, the field 
has not been penetrhted too (leaply but we 60 h:J.ve evidence 
whlch lead:,; us to believe that some men, 
r~ach tbeir creative synthesis by arduous 
step-by-step thinking, while others ~ee 
1n a flash the conclusion £nd then need to 
work out the detel1s. For t1l6 first, 
elaboration precedes the discovery; for 
the seoond, 1t follows. The former 10 
from. data1ls t.o a whole; the latter from 
a whole to details. 14 
Another payohologi a; has named the ebove types, the 
reflective, and the lntuit1ve, and mentions that they are 
found in all fields ot productiv'~ thinking so that e1 ther 
art or science can turn! £h exam.ples .. Dar-win w,a$ d1acursl vel 
Wallace and Chop1n, intu1t1ve.15. In music, Mogart and 
Beethovan glva us an analogous comparison. Mozart thought out 
symphonies, quartets ,rind even scenes from opera.s, entirely 
in his head, sometimes while perturbed by other pressing 
problema, and then transcribed them, in their completeness, 
onto paper. Beethoven wrote tralments of themes in note 
books, which he kept beside him, working on alld developing 
them over the years. There we have an analogy of t\\'O types 
of mind, the one intu1 t1 VEil as it "'{Jere, and thti other ploddinl 
and discursive. The point to be made here 1s that Wordsworth 
1s describing his personal experiences and they seem to have 
baen on a highly intuitive character. There are such minds and 
they are perfectly normal. 
Downey also holds that Wordsworth's intuitive faculty 
ot Imagination, in its higher acts at least, i8 essentially 
tran8cendental. Th1 s means tha t a mao's knowl edge ot the 
spiritual has its origin, not in the witness of reason or ot 
external experience but from within the mind. 1tse.t It is from 
wi thin that man contaots truth, and this by immed1f.ite and in-
tuitive experience. To~ney reasons that Wordsworth was driven 
to this positIon because of his untortunate sorties in the 
realm ot discursive reason. The point would. be val:l,d unless 
Wordsworth's understanding oitha word was different from 
Downey's which I believe to have baen the case. It Wordsworth 
reJected the abi11 ty of the mind to know moral and spirt tual 
truths through the imperfeot but valld ~edium ot abstractIon, 
and it he did have experience or the existence ot these 
truths then the only possIble way he could attain such truths 
would be 1n a more perfect manner, 1.e., 1mmediately and trom 
within the mind itself. 
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But we have seen that moral and spiritual truths were 
suggested by nature after the Imagination 1n her passive stage 
had absorbed oountless, unconscious sense impressions. There 
is a stability" an order, a. conformity to an eternal law that 
seems to be embodied and made visible in nature. There is 
also an obvious uni ty ot life and power perv<idlng .;"dl its 
parts and binding them together into a living whole. The life 
ot nature 1s oharaoterized by AalmneS$ which could still and 
retresh man} a sublimity, which could raise man to the noble 
and ma3ectio thoughts; a tenderness, which stirs not only in 
the largest and lottiest things but also in the humblest. 
Man bad his own separatf.:' 11fe, and nature had. hers, but there 
were many lessons, moral and intellectual which man could 
learn from observing nature. To the sensitive soul ot the 
poet it were almost as it nature took on a maternal, tutor1u 
role. But the action of the "Ima.gination" was not transcen ... ·, 
dental; 
The truths ot order, stabllity, the calm 
obedience to the natural and eternal law .. 
tbe slow steady working ot nature trom 
which he took an a~~onition to cease trom 
hoping to see man regenerated by sudden and 
violent convuls1oDli), and yet to esteem and 
reverence what is permanent in human affection, 
and in mants moral belnl, and to build his 
hope on the iradual expansion and purifl-
catlon ot these. All these perceptions about 
lIature had bean more or less present to him. 
trom boybood, only now, what were betore 
but vague emotions, came out as settled 
conv! cttons .16 
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Downey's conclusion, after reedIng ot the oooperation 
which exists between nature and mao, is that they have a common 
lite. And this common life apptiars "to be the root principle 
ot the creative power of the "Imagination" and at the same 
time the source of that almost moral and intellectual 
aotivity of nature which Wordsworth insists upon.n17 He also 
wri tea that: 
this Life 1s apparelltly the term of the 
intuitIve experience of the mind, reveal-
ing itself as immanent in nature and in 
man and thus becoming the object ot trans-
cendental experience.iS 
Why did Downey write the above? Apparently after res.ding the 
following,assage which he quotes partially und I shall quote 
in full. Wordsworth was walking up a mountain path on a misty, 
dark night when suddenly he noti ced ,11 marvelous effect pro-
duced on the landscape by a ohange in the atmosphere, a clear-
ing of the mists and clouds, a sudden flood of moonlight let 
down into the darkness ot mountuin abyssess. He then writes: 
A meditation rose in me that night 
Upon the lonely Mountain when the scene 
Had Pass'd away, and it appeartd to me 
The perfect image of a mighty Mind, 
ot one that teeds upon infinity, 
That 1s exalted by an underpresence, 
Ie J.C.8hairp, go,tic IB£E'f£~rltat1o.g 9l. Jfature§ Houghton Mifflin 
ompany, Boston and New York, 1 77, 261 
17 Downey, 44 
18 Downey, 46 
The senae of God, or whatsoe'er 1s dim • 
Or vast 1n its own being, above all 
One function of such mind had Nature there 
exhibIted but putting forth, and that 
With oircumstance most awful and sublIme, 
That dom1nation which she oftentimes 
Exerts upon the outward face of things, 
So moulds them, and endues, abstracts, combines, 
Or b7 abrupt and unbabitual 1nfluence 
Doth m~~e one objeot so impress itself 
Upon all others, and pervade then so 
That evan the grossest minds must see and hear 
And cannot chusa but tee1 ••• 19 
An explanation of thus@ lines need not be involved. The Poet 
tells us that the manner in which the scene he witnessed took 
place reminds him ot the way a mighty mind, universal in 
interest and with a sense of the infinite and God's all 
pervading power .. functions when working crtiJat1vely. Just as 
nature took the mists, the darkness, the sea, the moonlight 
and ~le abyss, and moulded, abstracted and highlighted them 
so that even relatively unpoetic minds were focused on one 
or other aspect of the scene, in the case ~U$t described, 
the deep ~nd gloo~ chasm, so thesa great m1nd~ had almost 
the same power. The Poet continues: 
The Power which these 
Acknowledge when this moved, which Nature thus 
1:hrusts forth upon the senses, 1. the express 
Resemblance, in the £Ulness of its strength 
Made viSible, a galmine Counterpart 
And Brother of the alor1ou8 facultJ 
Which higher minds bear wi th the-m as thei r own. 
Tha t 1 s the very spi r1 t in whl en they deal 
With all the objects of the universe; 
19 lb! frelugt& XIII, 66-84 
:;'1 
• They from thei r n<lt ti va sal Vt;S can send abroad 
Like transformation, for t~ms~lves create 
A like eXistellct!, and, wheo.'er it 1s 
Created for them, catch it by an inst1nct;20 
Poets, through the exercise ot Imagina.tion can also 
mould, abstract, combine and highlight the different aspects 
of nature. They can 'transforll' the objects ot the universe 
by pointing out new relationships. They can 'create' 11ke 
~xistences' or scenes. And when they see such unusual rela-
tionships or scenes in natur~, this same imaginat1ve power 
enablea them to perceive these relationships instinctively, 
thl,lt 18 without any lengthy proces;;3 of ratiooination. 
they bUild up greatest things 
From least sugg~stions, ever OD the watch~ 
W11lin~ to work and to be wrought upon, 
They need not extraordinary calls. 
To rouse them, in a world ot lite they live, 
By sensible impre£slon~, not enthrall'd, 
But quicken'u, roused, and made thereby more apt 
To hold communion with the invisible worl4. 
Such minds u.rt;,l! truly trom the Deity, 
for they are Powers; and henet; the h1ghiilst bliss 
That can be known is theirs, the consciousness 
Ot whom they are hab! tually 1 ntused 
Through every i~~ge, and through every thought, 
And all impressions; hence re11&ioD, faith, 
And endless occupation tor the soul 
Whether discursive or intuitive.21 
The metapnyaloian reasons trom first pr1nciples and 
builds up a whole science. The leometrician builds his science 
20 Ibid., X!l:II, 84-96 
21 l2!g., 98-113 
trom Ii tew postulates, whose import is certainly not apparent 
to most ot us, nor are the selt-evident principles ot the 
metapQJsiclan. Yet certain types of minds can see the 
tremendous ramifications in both these fields. Is it then 
so unusual tor a poet to be able to perceive great truths 
ot unity, dignity of the human person, etc. in relatively 
"least suggestions"? The poet is not hypnotized by sense 
impressions, but he is stimulated by them and made more 
consoious of the spirItual and moral 11f~ which n:;.ture can 
easily symbolize. His awareness ot spirItual things 1s not 
a. substitute tor religion and faith but rather a conf1rma-
tiOD or an introduction as the case may be. 
Downey also states that the "Imagination" 1s now 
intellectual because of the place Wordsworth assigns "teel-
ing and emotion." 
Now tho Imag1ns.t1on is not totally intellectual in 
its appr~hens1on of important truths, the feelings as well 
are inoorporated, though subordinate, and texts showing 
Wordsworth's apparent estimation of the "Imagination" as a 
complex ot mind and feeling are not numerous, but they are 
definite: he speaks at, 
passion, which itself 
Is highest reason in a soul sublime. 22 
and blessed is he 
22 Ibid., V, Z9-40 
whose soul hath risen 
Up to the height ot feeling .inti!llect. 2c 
and at times, 
My trust was firmer in the teelings.24 
He was 
ever with the heart 
Employ'd, and the maject1c intellect.25 
I felt and nothing else} I dld not Judge, 
I never thought of judging, with the litt 
Of all this glory f1l1'd &nd satlstled.28 
Hence sovereignty with1n and peace at will 
Emotion 'l4'hlch best foresight need not !l;1Ii:tr 
Most worth7 then ot trust when most Intense.27 
Just what Wordsworth meant by hi£ use ot the word 
"feeling" "emotion" and nheart" 1s rather d1fficult to say_ 
It we underst:"lld him to mean sheer emotion, wi thout any 
coloring of intellect and, indeed, offering emotion as a 
substitute for intelligence, then the nImagination" would 
quality not only as anti-intellectual but actually sub-
rational. And i'(; is only right to sdm! t that this tendencr 
was preve1ant among the Romantics. The power ot gen1u$~ 
in the Romantic view, was measured by the degree of 
individuality. Nothing was more familiar to the Romantio 
23 ~ij" 4 d., 
25 .J2L., 
26 +b1d" 
27 J:b1d., 
XIII, 204-205 
XII, 60-61 
XI, 144-145 
XI, 238-240 
XIII, 114-116 
than the universal tact,ot the individuality eV1denceb 1n 
nature. They overlooed the equally· apparent tact that all, 
\ 
men, are, in some profound respects, the same. And as 
regards individuality, what is more individual than teeling? 
Feeling then, tor some Romantics, became the chief ob3ect 
ot cultivation. The first principle ot Romanticism was 
individuality; the second, was, for some at least, an 
indulgence in, and expression of feeling and emotion. But 
in these matters, Wordsworth's conserv~tlon and orthodoxy 
saved him trom excess. 
To the writer, Wordsworth's use of th(;l words 'intel-
lectual' and 'teel! ng' 1. n conJunc tion, means th,~ t the Poet 
recognized tilat there was an intellectual element involved 
in the "Im.agination." Emotion &lso, Wd.S involved, but 
whether the emotion initiated the thought, W'iJ,S eoncommitant 
with it or subsequent to it, is Impos~ible to determine from 
the text. Also, ther,;; seems to be some doubt as to whether 
he was referring to brute emotIon or some other type more 
closely allied to the intellect. At any rate, t':e do .know 
tha.t emotion or teeling was involved in the imaginative 
prehension of some ob3 ect in nature. P&rhaps ;lrl example 
from ordln,H7 experience will claI'ify this; 
In tho C3se of husband and wife, or wherever two 
people have a strong bond or inter-knowledge, affeotion and 
\ 
il\~ 
concern drawing them together, it is Ii common exper1en~e tha.t "'.'\, 
a gesture, a word, or some slight familiar movement on the I"". 
part of one person is often enough to cause powerful and 
sweeping emotions to rise in the other. The re.ason is, ot 
course. that the ,esture or peculiar mov~ment is an external, 
partial manifestation of the total personali ty tha.t 1s loved 
and admired. To another who does not know and feel this 
personal! ty, the ge3tura L1as no m.ore signiticano\;( than the 
tlexl.ng of one 1 s knet:s while walking. In the tormer case 8 
real unity was perceived or experienced directly and 1mmedi-
a tely, nor was there allY inventory by d1 seurs1 va reason or 
logica.l procedllre. And when such an intui t1 va process takes 
pllltce, no one cenies tl~nt the reciproca.l knowledge of husba.nd 
and w.ite is not real, valid and intellectual. We do have to 
admit that this knowledge is, in part part, non-conceptual, 
but thGt is not the same as anti-intellectual. as will be 
brought out more fully in the subsequent chapter. 
Applying our eX!;Lmple to Wordsworth and his sensitivity' 
to nature, we see that emotion i:;; naturally '.mti simply 
entwined witn the intuitive charactl:tr ot the "Imagination." 
The example of the husband. and wift:J: also gives us a. better 
idea of the n1ntu1 t1on". Througll inSight, apparent d1 vers1 ty 
was resolved into fundamant;il unity- The whole had proper-
ties whlch emerged out of the parts, but w'hich wer6 not prosent 
1n each of the parts. Similarly with Wordsworth. The· parts 
of nature were, in large mea.sure, significant to the Poet 
only because of the whole. The Poet's account ·0£ nature 
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could only bring out the concrete parts in which he tried to 
aignity what he saw underlying them. To relay this experience 
of integral nature he had to employ descriptions and language 
which seem to us extrava.ga.nt, contradictory and confusio,. 
One thing is certain though, and that is that the faculty 
which enabled him to pierce the parts to the core and resolve 
them into a tundamental um ty was the "Ima.gination". 
Very likely, Coleridge had in view this implied tendency 
toward creation, and the unifying power involved" when he bor-
rowed Sohelling's expression, "esemplast10 (to make into on) 
Imagination." 
By way of summary: in this chapter we gained a more 
refined understanding ot the natura ot the "Imagination" 
through a consideration of the interpretations of Mr. Downey, 
to whom the "Imagination" was an anti-rational, transcendental 
aDd non-intellectual faculty. Interpreting the text literally, 
there were expressions of antagonism between this faculty and 
reason. Antagoni sm or tr1 ctlon does not constitute anti-
rationalism. Bowra stated that Wordsworth gave a new d11nlty 
to the word 'reason' and insisted that inspired inSight was 
itselt rational. By way of explaining the antalonism, we 
showed how Wordsworth might easily have written heate~1 
against reason because ot hjs unfortunate alliance with 
Hartle,y and Godwin atter his disillusionment in the Frenoh 
Revolution and its aftermath. Again Wordsworth was not 
temperamentally suited tor philosophic investigation. H1s 
mind was more in the intuitive mould as artists are inclined 
to be. Empirioal psychology was quoted 1n support of this 
view, and examples trom science and m.usic were given. 
Another 1mportant point wa.s the :investiiation at Wordsworth's 
probable understanding of the word 'r~:H'4son'. It seemed 
l1kely that it was the same as Godwin's and Bartley's, in 
which case his distrust ot the power was well-rounded. 
The next point to be treated wa.s the alleged tran-
scendentalism or the "Imagination". This would tollow if the 
"Imagination" had been proved ant1-rational, because then 
knowledge could only have been acquired trom within the mind 
itselt. But inasmuch as we showed the probability ot the 
-Imagination" not being anti-rational, we also cast serioul 
doubt on its belng transcendental. We pointed out WordS-
worth's expressed debt to external nature, and quoted both 
Bowra and Downey himselr as say1na that nature had an exis-
tence ot her own. These points would militate against the 
transcendental interpretation. 
Wordsworth's awareness of nature's power ot selection 
• a.nd highlighting as an image of the poet's creative power 
of combining, transforming, highligh~ing and thus pointing 
up hitherto unperceived relationsll!1ps, -was noted and analyzed. 
Our interpretation differed with Downey who thought that 
nature's power was identified with a life common to man and 
nature. Thds common life was the root principle of the crea-
ti va power of the Imagination; the source of nature' £ moral 
and intellectual power; the term of the intuitive experience 
of the mind; and the obJect of transcendental experience. 
Our last point was a discussion of the alleged non-
intellectuality or sub-rationality of the "Imagination" be-
cause of the place awarded to feeling, emotion, heart, or 
other syno~ms which Wordsworth used in this regard. We 
attempted to explain Wordsworth's use of the words 'intel-
lectual' and 'feeling' in con3unction, and also exemplified 
our interpretation that emotion was a concomitant phenome-
non ot the manner in which the intuitive faculty worked. 
This knowledge was valid and non-conceptual. But non-
conceptual and non-intellectual are not convertible. 
• 
CHAPTEB. IV: 
1~GIJATI01 AND Th~ tiPlRIXUAL PRECONSCIOUS. 
One ot the pOints in the previous chapter to which 
we paid speoial. attention was the apparent friction between 
ImaCination fJ.nd the discursive r~ason. The problem :is in a 
sense the key to understanding the Imagination mor~ rully. 
Consequently, in this chapter we will analyze the problem 
more thoroughly in the hope that it will render thlj relations 
between Imagination, knowle~ge, intuition, and emotion more 
obvious. 
Wordsworth was b1 no means the first person to pOint 
up the ditfioulty. PlfJ.to wrote: 
A poet is a light and winged thing, and 
hol" and there 1s no invention in him 
until he has become inspired, ana 1s out 
ot his senses, and reason 1s no longer 
in him.l 
••• sound reason tades intonoth1n&ness 
betore the poetry ot madmen. i 
Shakespeare also made numerous references to this f~ct. 'or 
example: 
Lovers and madmen have such seethIng brains 
Such shap!nt?; fantasies that apprehend. 
1. Plato, ,e' 5Z;4, 536 Transla.ted by J. lIar1ta1n 
2 Plato, e4rus, 245 Tran.la-ted by J. Mart ta1n 
More than cool reason ever apprehends, 
The lunatic, the lover, and the poet 
Are of imagination all compdct. • • 3 
And Aristotle: 
lor this reason, those are called fortunate 
who, whatever th&1 start on, succeed in it 
without being good at reasoning. And delib-
eration is of no advantage to them, for they 
have in them a principle that 1s better than 
intellect and deliberation. They have in-
spiration, but they cannot deliberate ••• 
Bence we have melancholic men, the dreamers 
of what 1s true. 'or the moving principle 
seems to be stronge, when the reasoning 
process is relaxed. 
• 
Consonant with these observations spanning many cen-
turies; we have the traditional invocation to the Muse, a 
mysterious and spiritual being who inspires the pen ot the 
poet. Kost critics are a,re~d that we cannot predicate 
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real existence of the Muse, nor shall the writer, even though 
it would enable the thesis to shut down immedIately. Rather, 
we must find out ,~t this Kuse can be explained as abidina 
in the soul of the poet under the pseudonrm ot creative 
Imagination, 1.e., the intelleot united to the sensible 
imagination, resulting in inspiration explicable outside ot 
oonoeptual and rational intelligenoe. 
The poets themselves have repeatedly told us that they 
-3 Shakespeare, A Midsummer fi1gh~'s pream, V, i. 
4 Aristotle, Rh,£oriq, III, 7 
l-----------" 
are not restricted to conceptual reason. We should no~ find 
th1s fact too difficult. Previously we have enumerated 
sparse similar experiences common to all meD. If the above 
is true, can we 41 scover a api ri tual unconsoious or pre-
f conscious from.hich non-conceptual knowledge arises? 
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Jaoques KarIta1n, one of the most famous living philosophers, 
believes we oan. He preters the word 'preconscious' to 
'unconscious' because the aotivity ot the poet 1s not totally 
unconsoious but born there and emerging into the conso1ous. 
The poet, Wordsworth in this case, was not unaware of his 
sitt ot 1magination. As we remember, he oonsiders it to be 
his most preoious g1ft. Maritaint prefers to use the ad-
3ective tspiritual' when talking about the preoonsoious 
because we have within us two grelit domains of psyoho-
logIcal activity screened trom the grasp of consciousness. 
One is the spiritual preconSCious ot which Plato and the 
ancient philosophers were aware, and the other is the un-
conscious of Freud, 1.e., the unconsoious of "blood and 
flesh,. instinots, tendencies, complexes, images and desires 
and traupatl0 memoriesn • S Freudian unconscious is "deaf 
to the 1ntBllect, and structured into a world ot its own 
apart trom the intelleot."a The poet's inspiration 1s both 
5 J.Xarita1D, greatly, ipty!t1on 1D AI1 apd EgettX, Xingport 
Press, K1nlPort, ennessee, 1953, 91. 
6 IbId., 92 
COin1tive and spiritual, con6equently, it must be intimately 
related to the intBllect. 
Betore oontinuing, it will probably be a help to the 
understanding ot this last ohapter it tho writer brietly 
indicates the direction to be taken in the exposition ot 
imagination as oonceived by M. Mar1tain and applied to 
Wordsworth. 
We will attempt to establish the existence of the 
spiritual preconscious both from experience and trom a 
philosophical analysis of the construction ot the intellect. 
Then, we will show that such a lite is the root of' the soults 
powers. Thus the rational intsllect, the intuitive intellect 
(both one faculty), and tile sensible imai1nat1on are all 
connected there. lext we can propose a definition ot the 
creative imagination. Following the detinition wa will 
note the qualities ot thiS power, namely. freedom, creativi-
ty, and intuitive or poetic knowledge which 1s an obscure 
grasping ot the poet's self and of things in a knowledge 
through connatura11ty, a knowledge born in the spiritual 
preconscious and fructifying 1n th~ poem. And tinally, 
we will attempt to analyze the manner in which this 
knowled, •. arises, namely" through intentional1zed emotion. 
That there1s, in each ot us" some sort of' preconscious 
lite .1 B eas117 verified from our personal. ex.per1ence. 
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- . A person need not be an introvert to realize that the acts 
and fruits of human consc1ousn~ss, and the claar perceptions 
ot the mind as we experience the:n in the ordini~ry, everyday 
function ot the intelligence, rise trom an existent and deep 
nonoon.clous world of activity. Ana not only do ideas 
regularly r1se trom we know not what but even wholo poems, 
stories, mathematioal theories l inventions and scientific 
discoveries. Among others who havo recorded their unusual 
exper1 snaGS of thi s pherlomenom are Coleridge the poet, 
POincare, the mathematician, and Gauss the SCientist. 
16wton also relates similar inspirations as 1 t ware. 
In each case thero was no lengthy proccs& of ratiocination; 
7 
the solution or theory suddenly emerged trom the unconscious. 
A look inside the intellflct would reveal a universe 
of' concepts, 10g1cal connections, rli.tional dls.cursus and 
deliberation in whi cn the act! vi ty ot the int(;:lleot takes 
detinite torm and stlape. We re~lize that some unconscious 
lite underlies all this. The comparison of the mind to the 
Buraing sea is particularly apt here. The Stlrf'a.of~ of the 
mind is profusely populated with ex.plici t concepts and 
Judgments, all in the bright sunlight as it were. But 
below this surface of sunlight are the sources of knowledge 
and oreativity, of love and suprasensuous desires. ~se 
are hidden in the depths "her\! the light is transluc1d 
and opaque, where the intimate vitality ot the soul abides. 
We yearn for personal freedom, we thirst and strive to know, 
to see, to ,rasc and to express. ibence these desires? 
Certainly this appeal to personal expar1enc~ 1$ valid. 
What person has ever turned his thoughts inward and not 
realized that much of his mental life 1s played off the 
boards and behind the scenes, trom which come promptings 
as undeniable as they ~re unexplainable?' 
But strong as is our personal axperienca we also have 
an explanation 1n the very structure of the int$llect. 
However wbat 1s the relation between the structure of the 
intellect, with its origin of ideas and birth of concepts, 
and creative Imag1nation? It we can show that even with 
regard to the birth ot concepts, i.e., with regard to the 
rational intellect, there 1s a nonconcaptual activity 
explainable through spir! tual preconsciousness, then how 
logical to assume such a non-rational activity also plays 
an essent1~l part in the exerb1se of the creative imagina-
tion. Kar1ta1n gives us a. clear exposition ot positIng the 
existence ot the spiritual preeonsc1oue throu.gh an analyll!s 
ot the intellect. 
i ct, Jane DOwne1's, Springs of the Imagination, 155 ft. 
Betore Descartes, the human soul was considered· 
a substantial reality accessible in its nature 
only to metaph¥sical analysis; a spiritual en-
telechy informing the living body, and distinct 
trom its own operat1ons; ••• The Bchoolmen were 
Dot interestod 1n working out any theory about 
the unconscious life of the soul, yet their 
doctrines implied its existence ••• 
The intellect is spiritual and distinct 
in essence from the senses. Yet, nothing is 
to be found in the intellect which does not 
come from the senSes. Then it is necessary to 
explain how a certain spiritual content which 
will be sean and expressed in an abstract 
concept, can be drawn from the sense, that, 1s, 
thephantasms and images gathered and refined 
in the internal sensitive powers, and origi-
nating in sensation. It is under the pressure 
ot this necessity that Aristotle was oblIged 
to posIt the existence ot a mere17 active and 
perpetually active intellectual enerlY, the 
intellect agent, let uS say the 1l1uminatina 
intellect, which perm~ates tr. i.ages with 
its pure and purely activating spiritual light 
and actuates or awakens the pot;:mt1 al intelligl-
bili t1 vlhieh 1s contained in them.S 
Kar1tain then narrates St. Thomas' additIons to this 
doctr1ne, namely the Illum1n(-!ting Intulleet tiS an inherent 
part ot each individual's soul ••• the primal quickening 
source or all his 1ntellectual activit,. He continues, 
Now the ,process ot formation of intellectual 
knowledge 1s a ver1 complex process of pro-
gressive spiritualization. 'or the act ot 
intellectual vision can only be accomplished 
throuih the identification of spiritual in-
telligence with an obJect brought itself to a 
state of spiritual1ty In Qct. The Int~llect, 
on the other hana, which the ancients called 
1R$t"ertys fO!!tbs~iS, because it is first 
ana or tsel a jL __ & rasa, only in potency 
with respect to knowin& and to the intelligible 
torms it will recelve ••• the knowing intellect, 
9 Mar1ta1p,96 
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1n order to know, must be actuated, and 
shaped, by what 1a drawn from the images, 
and the images are imbued with materiality. 
Thus, at a first step, the intelligible 
content present in the images, and which, 
in the 1mages, was only intelligible in 
potency, ••• , is made intelligible in act 
in a spiritual torm (speCies impress.impressed 
pattern), let us say, in an intelligible germ, 
which is received trom the images by the 
intellect, under the activation ot the 
Illuminating Intellect ••• It is necessary that 
the intelligible content drawn from the images 
should not only be intelligible in act ••• but 
1ntellected in act, or actually become an 
ob3eet ot intellectual vision. Then it is the 
intellect itself, which, having been impr~i­
nated by the impressed pattern or intelligible 
cerm, vitally produces - always under the 
activAtion ot the Illuminating Intellect--an 
inner truit~ a tinal and more tully determined 
spirItua.l form (spe2:1es expressa), the concept, 
in which the content drawn trom the images Is 
brought to the very same state ot sp1r1tuality-
in-act in which the intellect-in-act is, and 
in which this now perfectly spiritualized 
content is seen, 1s actually an object ot 
intellectual v:1.$lon.10 
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The pOInt to be made through the above quotation Is the 
fact that philosophical reflactlon establIshed, through the 
10l1cal neoessities ot reason, the ~ pt the existence ot 
the Illuminating Intellect and the intelligible IeI'm or 
impressed pattern, and yet, they ~tal~l aseaRI !IPtr1.nce 
and oonsc1oyspe,s. The Intellect knows nothing either ot the 
impressed patterns or ot the very process through which it 
produces its concepts. And the Illuminating Intellect whose 
10 ~.J 97-98 
light oauses all our ideas to arise in us cannot be seen but 
remains conoealed in the spiritual p~econsc1ous. Thus, it 
there 1s in the spiritual unoonscious a nonconceptual or pre-
conceptu~l activity of the intellect even with regard to the 
birth of our concepts, it 1s r~a.sonable to think that such a 
nonrat1onal activity is an essential part of poetic 
inspiration also. 
further, the powers of the soul emanate 1n an order 
with regard to nature, namely, the imagination flows from the 
essence of the .ou! through th.e intf;lleot, and the external 
senses pl"oceed from the essence of the soul through imagina-
tion. Thus there is a common root of all the powers of the 
soul, which 1s hjdden in the spiritual preoonscious. 
The lite ot the intellect is not entirely engrossed 
either by the preparation and engendering of its instruments 
ot rational knowledge, or by the process of producing COD-
cepts and ideal wbdoh we recognize as terminating at the 
level of conceptualized externals ot reason. 
But there is, for 'the intellect, another kind ot 11fe, 
tree trom the workings of rational knowledge and the 4is-
oip11nes of logical thought. It 1s the lite ot the intuitive 
1ntellect. fh1ss tree life ot the intellect involves a. tree 
l1te of the imagination and both are united in the spiritual 
preconsoious because the spiritual preconSCious is the singie 
root ot the soul's powers. 
nonconceptual. 
11 
This life 1s, in large part, 
At this point we are ready to give at least a 
partial definition ot what Wordsworth meant by ftImagination ft 
1n terms ot our findings in this chapter. Let us say that 
"what Wordsworth was describing was the vital union, in the 
preconsoious lite ot the spiri t, of the sensible imag.1rlat10n 
and the intuitive intellect. We remember that Wordsworth's 
ftImaginatIonft was nonconceptual, tree, creative, intellectual 
and "feelingR. With these qualities in mind, let us examine 
our own interpretation. 
As we have already pOinted out, the activity of the 
intuitive intellect is tree in comparison to the rational 
intellect which is disciplined and channeled. But our imal-
ination is also cognitive and productive or creative. It 1s 
cogn! tive ot knowledge, and it 1 s product1 va or Cr€Hitive in 
beautifyinl that knowledge. As Maritain pOints out this 
tree cre;.1 ti vi t7 "1nvol ves an 1:of1n1 ty ot poss1 ble rea112:ations 
and possible chOices." 12 Karitain then explains how, in this 
respect) the poet's power is analogous to God's. 
11~. or 110-111 
12 IbId" 112 
God's creative Idea, from the very fact that· 
it 1s creative, does not receive anything from 
things, since they do not y.et exist. It is in 
no way lormed by its creatable obJect. It is 
only and purely rormativ§ and form1gg. And 
that which will be expressed or manifested in 
the things made is nothing else than their 
Creator Himself, whose transcendent Essence 
1s enigmatically signified in a diffused, 
dispersed, or parceled-out manner, by works 
which are deficient likenesses of and created 
participations in it. And God's Intellect 
is determined or specified by nothing else 
than His own essence. It is by knowing Hi~­
selt, in an act of intellection which is His 
very Essence and His very Existence, that He 
knows His works, which exist in time and have 
begun in time, but which He eternally is in 
the free act of creating. 
Such is the Supreme analogate of poetry-
Poetry is engaged in the tree actiVity ot 
tile spirit. And thus 18 implies an intellec-
ti Ve act which isnnot tormed by things, but 
is, by its own essence, tormative and torm-
1ng. la 
7 ·' v 
Thus we can see that Wordsworth's g1tt was truly -trom 
14 
the De1tyn. But Wordsworth was also well aware of his 
dependence upon the outer world, and the same 1s true when 
we return to consider the creative 1ma,ination and its 
lim! ta tiona. 
It 1s true that the poet must have a grasp of his own 
subjectivity but man does not know himself in the light ot 
his own essence. His dependence upon the external world is 
profound and humbling. He depends upon ideas which he did not 
create, lanauage which he did not compose, and the infinite 
manifestations of beauty already composed by other men. It 
13 !ti:::.,. 112-113 
14 JMLPrelude, XIII,JG)6 
72. 
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he is not to remain emptl, his oreativ(; activity must be 000-
. 
d1tioned by an inpouring of the things of the universe. To be 
creative, a grasping of the reality of the outer and inner 
world must be Joined to the obscur€ self-knowledge he 
experiences, this grasping also obscure and non-rational. 
Even Wordsworth':> difficulty in perceiving whether the 
knowledge he experienced oame from within or without ia 
explicable. 
Bence the perplexit1e$ ot the poet's con-
dit10n. It he hears the passwords and the 
secrets that are stammering in thIngs ••• if he 
oaptures those more things which are 1n heaven 
and earth than are dreamt of in our philosophy, 
he does not do so by knowing all this in the 
ordinary sense of the word to know, but by 
receiving all this into the obscure recesses 
of his passion. All that he disoerns and d1v1n&8 
in things, he discerns and dIvines not as 
something ~ than hlmselt, accordIng to the 
law ot specurat1ve knowledge, but, on the 
contrary, as Inseparable trom himself and from 
bis emotion, and in truth as identified with 
himsel'f .15 
And the visions or bursts of knowledge concerning nature 
and man whichlordsworth notes CclD be understood battGr • 
••• the creative intuition is an obscure 
grasping of his own Self and of things 1n a 
knowledge through union or connaturali ty 
.hi ch 1 s born in the ap1 r! tual. unconscious 
ana which fructifies only in th~ work. SO 
the gera ••• wh! oh 1s cont~1Ded in the free 
life of the intellect, tends from the very 
start ••• to the humble revelat1on,virtua11y 
contained 1n ~ s~all lucid cloud or inescapable 
15 Maritaln, 115 
1 ntui tion, both of the Self of the poet 
and of some particular flash ot reality 
in the God-made universe; a partioular 
flash of reality bursting forth in its 
untorgetable individuality, but infinite. 
in its meanings and echoing capacity ...... --16 \ 
\ 
As we have already learned, this knowledgeor.'revelta-
tion' 113 not traceable to a conceptual, logical and discur-
sive exercise of reason. Ba.ther, it is to ~setheterm 
of M. Maritain, knowledge through connatuality. 
Knowledge through connatural! ty is a terlll whi ch St,. 
\' 
Thomas first used in explaining the two ways of JUdg1'Dl,~~ngS 
"\:, " \ 
pertaining to a moral virtue; first, a rational knowledge \, '\ 
, . , '\ \, 
ot the virtue; and second, its embodiment lfi tlt1n ourselves. \ 
In the latter instance our knowledge is genu1neand real, 
though perhaps obscure and unexplainable in rational and\\ 
. . ' 
conceptual language. Similar to thiS latter way of kno*1nl, 
\ 
'~ \ i.e., through connaturality, is the knowledge olthe poe,~, \ 
\'\: 
'. 
" \ 
its embodiment wi thin himself, to whi ch he &1 ves form,' b~,.U~ \ 
'.\ i ' 
a.nd expression in his poem. The creati va imagination 1s"i~he \ 
\ power which enables the poet to put this k~wled,. through· 
\ 
\, \ 
i' effective connaturality, into the concrete form whioh app~al~ r\ 
so powerfully to the human mind, or rather, to the whole ~ah \. 
:\ \ 
' " " person, tor the appeal or highly imaginat1Ye poetry is to't~e 
total! ty of man, sense, sensible imagination, intellect, l~V\ 
Ie Ibid:, 115 
" , 
desire, inst1nct, blood and spirit. And this is so b~ause 
the poetry proceeded from the totali~T of the poet, as 
M. Mari+a1n points out: 
Poetic knowledge, as I see it, is a speoific 
kind of knowledge through inclination or 
connaturality-let us say a knowl~dge through 
effective connatural1ty which assent1ally 
relates to the creativity ot the spirit 
and tends to express itself in a work. 
So that in such kno~~edge, it 1s the ob-
Ject created, the poem ••• in i t~ own exi'.-
tence as a world ot its own, which play. 
the part played 1n ordinary knowledge 
by the concepts and Jud,ments produced 
wi thin the mind. 
In the mind ot the poet, poetiC 
knowledge ariSes in an unconsclou8 or 
preconscious manner, and emerges in-
to consciousneSs in a sometimes almost 
1mperceptible wa1, through an impact both 
emotional and intellectual, or through 
an unpredictable experiential insight, whiOh 
lives notice ot its existence but does not 
express 1t.17 
The question ot emotion or feeling remains: 
fbi s part1 eular kind of knowledge through 
connaturalltl comes about, I think by means ot 
emotion. That 1s wh7, at first i1anoe, one 
believes. and otten the poet himselt believes,. 
that he Is like Abab of Mobr Dick: 'Here's 
food tor thought, had Abab time to think; but 
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Abab never thinks; he only feels, teels, teels •• -18 
However, since knowledle 1s involved, the intellect 
m.ust also be involved, Since only the intellct knows. 
17 .ll!.!s!., 118 
18 llli. 119 
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Emotion knows nothing; al thought 1 t 1 s through the 1~c11.­
pensabla instrwJlentali t1 of feeling· that this knowledge 
through oonnatural1ty comes about. At any rate, we can 
understand to some degree at lea.st, how Wordsworth could use 
the ter~ "felt-thought" and still be neither anti-national 
or aubrat1onal. 
But let us try to understand \vhat 1s meant by the 
word 'emotion' with referenoe to the creative imagination. 
It is DOt merely subJective or brute emotion; emotion as .. 
simple psychological state. 6uch atfective states are merely 
material and consequently devoid ot any determing power with 
regard to the knowledge the poet attains. The poet does not 
experience a vivid and overwhelming affective emotion, a.nd 
then attempt to reproduce this same 'tingle t in his readers, 
although Byron has been criticized tor this fault, and also 
tor describing his ef'rective state rather than the experience 
wtdch stimulated him. Wordsworth also errs at times in this 
regard, but the state ot inspiration which he describes, 
and with which we are concerned now, is not affected by this 
fault .. 
T.S. Eliotj, in his The Perr~ct Critic, writes that, 
;:?~:. 
The end of the enjoyment of poetry 1s a pure 
oontemplation trom which all the accidents 
ot perianal emotion are removed. 19 
and agl:d.n, 
Poetry 1s not a turning loose of emotion 
but an escape trom emotion.20 
7 
• 
These two quota t10ns havld probably c!iused many of hi s 
readers, especially the younger ones, ~ good deal or frowning, 
ina.smuch a.s lub3ectlve emotion 1s usually the only flh'?anlng 
they affix to the Ug~ of thu word. 
The emotion which poet'.s eXiJeri ence in connt':ction wi th 
their craatjve process is much more complex. To paraphrase 
Mar1ta1ni it 1s emotion as form, as intontional. Bow tb~Sd are 
terms usually associated with the process ot formal cognition, 
but they are helpful in understanding the role of emotion. 
It 1s the form which makes anything intelligible. It 
1s emotion as formative which makes the poetfs connatural 
knowledge apprehendable by the reader of the poem, under this 
particulhr aspect, and not under some other. 
As we know, our concepts of real! ties are 1n the inten-
tIonal order, i.e. 1 ideas or ooncepts intend or carry within 
themselves much more than themselves. They 'tend' by their 
ver1 nature to reveal not themselves, but the realities known 
in this immaterial way_ We are not conscious of the concepts 
as such, but of the realities whIch they represent. For 
instance,we are not conscious of the idea of q roughhousing 
20 Ibid., 1m: 
river, but ot the river itself. So with intentional embt1on~ 
it carries within itself much more than itself. It 'tends' 
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to reveal not 1tself, but the reality which the poet 1s driven 
to attempt to give adequate expression. And the poet i8 
conscious not or the emotion itself, but of the reality. 
I believo this is what T. S. Eliot meant when he said that 
the emotion must have its life in the poem and Dot in the 
history ot the poet. But is there no connection between 
sensible and intentional €Hnot10n? Mari ta1n replies. 
This creative emotion, distinct as it is 
trom the merely subJective feelings of the 
poet, lives on in them, so that while beina 
bound to transmute them, he cannot escape 
trom them. n 21 
Usualll, the attempt to visual,1zea.bstract thouihta 
18 product! ve of contusion and Il1sunders tandil'll, but perhaps 
the attempt to do this with r~gard to the emotion may succeed. 
W. see & translucent reservoir into which has seeped 
all the harvests not e~perience and memor7 preserved 1n the 
soul, all the universe ot fluid im~ies, recollections, 
associations, feelings and latent des1res."2~ It is a reser-
vo1r with vast depths ot subjectivity, the spiritual uncon-
scious. ~he contents ot the reservoir are selt-possessed, 
available, not absorbed "by activity toward the outside or 
21 Ibid., 121 
22 1m .. :, 122 
or by the toil of its powers. n23 77 The pool itself, seea. to be 
asleep, but the waters, being spiritlJal, are flin a state ot 
virtual vigilance and vital tension, owing to the virtual 
reversion of the spirit on itself and on everything in 
i tsel!. "24 
Into the depths of such Ii reservoir, aaleep and yet 
vitally tense, emotion intervenes. nOn the one hand, it 
spreads into the entire soul- so that certain particular 
aspects in things becom.e connatural to the soul so affected. 
On the other hand emotion, falling into 
the living springs, is receiVed in the 
vitality ot intelligence permeated by the 
diffuse light of the Illumindl.tjng Intellect ••• 25 \ 
and stirs all the experiences, desires, memories and images, 
commingled under pressure in the sub3ectivity of the p.et 
" 
and his spiritual unconscious. 
A.nd it suffices tor emotion dispOSing or 
inclining ••• the entire soul in a certain de-
terminate manner to be thus received in the 
undetermined vitality and produetivity of 
the spirit, where it is permeated by the light 
ot the Illuminating Intellect: theD, while 
remaining emotion, it is made with respect to 
the asoeets in things which are connatural to, 
or llli, the soul 1 t im.bues 1 nto an instrument 
ot intelligence Judging through connaturality, 
\
and plays, in the process of this knowledge 
through liken,,_ between reality and sub'ectivity, I 
23 M' 1. 24 , .122 
25 lb~ .. ...& 121 
/ \ \ 
If \ 
, 
\\ 
I' 
'\ 
'\ 
the part of a nonconceptual intrinsic 
determinat10n of intelligence in its 
preconscious activity.26 
Maritain sums up Our position with this short paragraph. 
Poetic knowleuge is as natural to the 
spirit ot man as the return of the bird 
to his nest; and it is the universe which, '\ 
together with the spirit, makes 1 tsway ba.$. ' 
to the mysterious nest ot the aoul •• ~.The\ 
soul is known in the experience ot the world,\ \ 
and the world is known in the experience of \ \ 
the soul, through a knowledge which does not\~ 
know itself. For such knowledge knows, not 
in order to know, but in order to produce'. ; 
It is toward creation that it tends.27 ' 
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'The preceeding resume ends this theai s, perhapsi'upsat ... '\~ 
\ \ 
1 sfactorily. But as long as we must interpret the m~st " 
Intimate experience of another through the medium ot ',~~mmt)n 
language it is inevi table that fissures and even gaps ~t\ '\ 
\ '\ 
d1s8at1s~action should open. " \ 
",", 
\ 
The \: .. ri tel" beli eves that inasmuch as Wordswo rth ~s 
merely des~riblng hi, e~perience and not interpreting t~~m. 
m81'J7 faoets ot that experience should have been congr,\en, 
wi th the expe:rlences ot the artists or allgel'ler~tion6(~\ Thua 
\ 
in the an,alysi S ot Wordsworth we came toa more ret1 ned' 
kn~wledg. not only or hi s ftlma ginatlon"but also Gi, the \, 
o~eatiYe imagination ~t all poets worthy of the name,. 
26 ~., l22-23 
27 l.llIS.., 124 
\ \' 
\ 
.~ ~ 
Be that as it may, the wr1ter is also aware t~t %b! 
Erelug.', contents could have beeni~terpreted sympathetically 
to three or tour prominent influences in bis own day, Ioulleau 
for instance. It was Rousseau who broke away trom r1gid 01a.si 
cal cormect1ol'ls in thouiht and lanlua,e, and had affirmed that 
feeling and personal experienoe are more important guides to 
lite than abstract reasoning. Certainly he awakened poets ot 
tb~ per10d to tbe beauties ot natural soenery and taught the. 
bow to f1nd in it something that responds to the asp1rations 
ot the human heart. 
Or 21,a1n, the writer could have mhde a case for 
Sp1noz., (difficult as he 1s to understand), and his teachin& 
that man and nature have their common ground in God, and that 
man may gain exaltation of spirit and inner peace and con-
tentment it he identified himseltwith the universe whose 
substance 1s God, a substance that ha:;s never chang€td and 
neyer will change thus insuring perpetual peace. Wordsworth 
spoke of -this love more intellectual" and Spinoza ot 
"intellectual love of God". However, there are certain ver,v 
significant differences in their manner of speaking of God. 
Even 80" Wordsworth very likely interpreted some ot his 
experiences in the lanluage of Spinoza. 
With more researoh and study" the influence of Emmanual 
Kant might be seen in Wordsworth's explanation ot hi. 
eo 
"Imag1nationft • Kant asserted that in a measure th~outer 
world ot experience is the product ot Our own minds. Such 
veina of idealism could be traced in IbJ frelud!. Kant 
also tound in our t8&11n65 ot the beautIful and sublime 
in nature the suggestion that the world may be the outward 
/c manifestation of a Spirit who has produced 1t in somewhat 
the manner in which a genius creates ~ work of art. 
There are crit1cs who 1nterprated Wordsworth in 
these aspects and it 1 s prec1801y beoause the wr.i tar found 
1t 80 d1fficult to follow their ecolectic estimations that 
he deoided to attempt to interpret Wordsworth as much in 
terms of common sense as possible. This call1ng upon 
.common experience" as a criterion may appear somewhat 
naive to a tew. But the method Is valid 1nasmuch as 
John Donne's statement that ftne man is an island" 18 
true and valid tor bootblack and artist. It is the 
wr1 ter' s hope that tor some, tht 5 method may be ;;1. small 
candle whicb will help them to understand, Wordsworth, 
artists and their art, better. 
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